Santa Fe Prison Uprising Kills 15

SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI) — A New Mexico judge has set bail at $10,000 for 15 men accused of initiating a prison riot here Saturday night that left 13 inmates dead, many of them in agony, on a bed of their own blood.

Corrected instructions followed through the night, hoping to put an end to the violence before it mushroomed into even more serious proportions.

A television reporter who observed the melee outside the prison said officials told him there could be as many as 30 innocent dead.

Overall, it was the most serious U.S. prison uprising since theutton riot in Jackson, Miss., where 21 employees were killed from Sept. 9, 1971.

Inmates, armed with meat cleavers, hammers, knives, hammers and shovels, warned that their hostages would be killed.

Inmates' rights were made "one fancy escape," a message read out by a prisoner and others and authorized by the state's Bureau of Prisons.

The killing report continued: "If the hostages are killed, they'll be message official.
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Prison Rioting Kills At Least 15

From Page One

Burning Prison

"Social change from New Mexico State Penitentiary in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The photo shows a burning prison on fire. It appears to be in disarray with a large group of people outside. The fire is intense, and smoke is rising into the air. The prison walls are visible, and there is a sense of urgency and chaos.

Are Officials Klansmen?

Washington Scandal Breaks

Reagan Given Six
Arkansas Delegates

REWARD
$1,000.00
STOLEN
CHILD
FRANCES KATHRYN
"KATIE" LEAKE

MEN'S
SWEATERS
9.99
to
19.98
Geologist Solving Geyser Mystery

Earth scientists are currently working on developing a better understanding of the mechanisms that cause geyser eruptions. Geyser activity is influenced by a variety of factors, including changes in temperature, pressure, and the presence of certain types of bacteria that release volcanic gases.

Will YOUR Lifetime Savings and Security Be Next?  
WERE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES WRONG IN TRUSTING THEIR (YOUR) GOVERNMENT?

In recent years, there have been several events that have raised questions about the reliability of federal employees' pensions. These questions have led to increased scrutiny of the pensions system and calls for reform. The fate of federal employees' pensions is an important issue, as it affects the retirement security of millions of Americans.

Women Say Draft Must Apply To All
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vietnam veterans are concerned that the Selective Service System is not enforcing a law that requires all males to register for the draft. They are also concerned that the system is not providing enough support to veterans who have served in the war.

MWC Chamber Tells Meeting Place Change
JACKSON CITY — The 2012 MWC Conference and Trade Show will be held in January at the McLean County Chamber of Commerce. The conference will feature a variety of workshops and seminars on topics such as marketing and sales.
**CHRISSIAN DIOIR FURS**

*By Pat Xeurson*

**Oklahoma City**

Dress, $475; Scarf, $225; Gloves, $325; and Muff, $175.

**Friends in England**

Dress, $350.00; Scarf, $125.00; Gloves, $125.00; and Muff, $45.00.

**FEWEL EARRINGS**

**Oklahoma City**

Diamond earrings, $3,500.00; Pearl earrings, $2,000.00; and Gold earrings, $1,500.00.

**Balentine's Day**

**Oklahoma City**

Assorted chocolates, $25.00; and Cigars, $12.00.

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**

**Oklahoma City**

Assorted fresh flowers, $5.00; and Balentine's Day cards, $1.00.

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**

**Oklahoma City**

Assorted fresh flowers, $5.00; and Balentine's Day cards, $1.00.

**TODAY'S SPECIALS**

**Oklahoma City**

Assorted fresh flowers, $5.00; and Balentine's Day cards, $1.00.
WANTED!!!

IMMEDIATE CASH PAID!

SUN., FEB. 3, 10 A.M.-6 P.M., MON., FEB. 4, 10 A.M.-6 P.M., TUES., FEB. 5, 10 A.M.-6 P.M., WED., FEB. 6, 10 A.M.-6 P.M., THURS., FEB. 7, 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

HOLIDAY INN SOUTH — AMAZON ROOM
SOUTH INTERSTATE 35 & SOUTHEAST 29TH
PH. 672-2341

Paying Cash For:

STERLING SILVER

- BUYING FOR CASH -
U.S. Silver Dollars

Average Used Dollars

1925 Before... .
BADLY WORN-HOLDED-BENT
or Soldered Dollars .

Unused Dollars

1904 Before...

The Following Dollars Command A High Price

$15.00 PER TROY OZ. & UP

NOTE: ALL ITEMS MUST BE MARKED STERLING. WE DO NOT BUY PLATE OR TRIPLE PLATE.

- WANTED -
Sterling & .999 Mint Bars

$.925

$.999

FRACTIONAL COINS & COMMEMORATIVES

$15.00 PER OZ.

Paying Cash For:

WANT TO KNOW IF YOU HAVE A 10 Roll of Circulated Half Dollars (1941 & Before)

We Will Pay You $1500.00

For A '10 Roll of Uncirculated Half Dollars Dated 1941 & Before

WAR NICKELS

90¢ Each

1913 Thru 1917

1921 Thru 1938

BUYING FOR CASH!

10K Gold - 14K Gold

18K Gold:

Dental Gold:

Platinum:

INDIAN HEAD PENNIES

20¢ EACH

The Best Time To Sell Is When You Have A Willing Buyer

OAKLAND COIN EXCHANGE

ARMED SECURITY PROVIDED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

checks available at your request.

30% OFF MELTING VALUE

WE PAY IN CASH

OAKLAND COIN EXCHANGE

ARMED SECURITY PROVIDED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

checks available at your request.

30% OFF MELTING VALUE
Big Eight Grid Recruiting Remains Mystery

It's beginning to look like the Big Eight is going to have a lot of questions mark than answers when it comes to recruiting the football class of 1983. But there's a good chance that the grid will not have to look far for its best athletes.

"The one thing that's clear is that the Big Eight is going to have a strong class," said one of the top recruiting experts in the country. "We've seen some really good athletes coming out of the Big Eight in recent years, and I don't think that's going to change this year."
U.S. Should Avoid Afghanistan Politics

WASHINGTON - President Carter's action in Afghanistan has increased the chances of a major world power conflict. We are now faced with a situation where the United States is likely to be drawn into a war with a major world power.

The administration has been criticized for its lack of a clear strategy. However, the administration is now faced with a situation where the United States is likely to be drawn into a war with a major world power.

Editor's note: Due to popular demand, the Journal has decided to publish a new section on the situation in Afghanistan. The following is an update on the situation.

Steve Canyon's Back

Don't Misread Iowa

The Heartbreak Of Psoriasis

Label Law Complex

Take a 20 minute tour of Europe. Free.

A book full of special offers. From as low as $857 for a 14-night stay plus airfare. Take off from Dallas/Fort Worth, London, Paris, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, and Brussels. And from Boston to Paris, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and Brussels. For all class bookings, special offers designed for you. Europe line to call.
U.S. On Verge Of Atomic War

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) - The skies are clear, the wind is quiet, but the atmosphere is charged with tension. The United States is on the brink of an atomic war.

The tension was felt in the halls of the White House, where President John Doe sat at his desk, staring at the clock. The hour of 3 A.M. was approaching, and it was clear that a decision had to be made.

The Soviet Union had just launched a massive missile attack, and the United States was forced to retaliate. The decision was made, and the president signed the order.

The world held its breath as the missiles took off, racing towards their targets. The scientist's words echoed in everyone's mind: "The impact will be catastrophic."

But the United States had planned for this moment. The military had been preparing for years, and they were ready.

As the missiles struck their targets, a wave of destruction swept across the globe. The cities were leveled, the population in ruins.

The world was left to pick up the pieces, and the Atomic War had begun.
Great Values on Sears Home Appliances during National Red Tag Home Appliances Sale

$50 OFF
8-track play/record system

Regular $199.95

199.95

Record your own 8-track tapes. Includes 2 microphones. Also has AM/FM radio receiver, full-size record changer, and two-way speaker enclosures.

Use your Sears Charge.

SAVE $40
Dual Action® agitator washer

Regular $159.95

159.95

White

Yeow! 4-cycle washer handles permanent press, bulky, delicate and normal loads. 4 water temperature combinations. 4 water levels. Installation available at additional cost, call for FREE estimate.

SAVE $40
Automatic termination dryer

Regular $209.95

209.95

White

Shirts off automatically when clothes reach desired degree of dryness you select. Wrinkle Guard® feature helps prevent clothes from wrinkling.

Up to 10% off regular price. This offer expires February 28th. No price adjustments on prior sales.

These Items Good Sunday and Monday

Sportshirts
were $4.50 to $12 ea.

4 for $12


Pullovers
were $4.99 to $7.99 ea.

3 for $9.75


20% OFF
Sears fire detector

Regular 78.95

78.95

3-volt battery supplied with each detector.

15% OFF
Sears compactor bags

Regular 45.00

45.00

Regular 8.99

8.99

20-pair set contains 20 pairs of plastifilm

25% OFF
Floral print bedroom coordinates

Regular 119.99

119.99

Varying floral patterns are included with floral sheeting, 2 queen-size pillows, and 2 king-size pillows.

SAVE $41
Maple color Jenny Lind crib

Regular 159.97

159.97

This simple drop-side crib has decorative turned spindles and turned posts. Fully assembled. Standard size mattress included.

Sears
Where America shops for Value

Shepherd Mall, 532-2477

Seaside Shopping Center, 287-1291

Heritage Park Mall, 727-1411

Sears

SALES PROMOTIONS... See your Sears charge or store supervisor for this special offer.

THIRD-PARTY CONTENT... Some content may have been created or owned by third parties and is not affiliated with Sears. Sears is not responsible for third-party content. The content is provided for informational purposes only and does not necessarily reflect the views of Sears.

Accuracy not guaranteed. Prices subject to change.

0.60 off Kenmore sewing head

Regular $149.95

149.95

Power-Mate type has 28-1/2" needle, dual edge scissors.

19-in. diag. meas. picture color TV

Just $319

Table model has Super Chromatic Mark matrix picture tube, available in all color or black and white. Power-dream Control helps tune in strong signals.

300 off car with heater-hard-brush

Regular $945.95

945.95

Power-Mate vac has 30-3/4" cleaner. Dual edge cleaner.

SAVE $10 on Atari® video computer

Regular 159.99

159.99

Game cartridges start at 19.99 to 29.99.

SAVE 5 on folding step stool

Regular 13.99

13.99

Twin-step folds for easy storage. Top may be extended for seating.

SAVE 5 on 30-gal. trash can

Regular 6.99

6.99

Smaller sized situations green trash container of standard plastic.

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
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SCOTT BAIO, LEFT, AND RANCE KERWIN
STAR IN CBS'S PRODUCTION OF
"THE BOY WHO DRANK TOO MUCH"
WHICH AIRS WEDNESDAY EVENING

LISTINGS FOR FEBRUARY 3
THROUGH FEBRUARY 9
BECAUSE WE CARE
AN ENTERTAINMENT SPECTACULAR

THE GREATEST CAST EVER ASSEMBLED!

ALAN ALDA  KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
JULIE ANDREWS  MARSHA MASON
ED ASNER  MARY TYLER MOORE
DEBBY BOONE  THE MUPPETS
GLEN CAMPBELL  BOB NEWHART
NATALIE COLE  PETER, PAUL & MARY
JANE FONDA  SHIELDS & YARNELL
ROBERT GOULET  DAVID STEINBERG
THE JACKSONS  DENNIS WILSON
KOREAN & CHRISTI McVIE
CHILDREN'S CHOIR  AND MANY MORE

Tues., Feb. 5, 8-10PM

"The Chisholms"

Betsy O'Neal's brothers tell the
Chisholms of an Indian massacre at
their former wagon train, but an injured
Cooper Hawkins rides in with a dif-
f erent version of the attack, on "The
Chisholms," Saturday, Feb. 9 (7:00-
8:00 p.m.) on the CBS Television
Network. Mel Stuart directed from a
script by Corey Blechman. The episode
was filmed on location in El Centro,
California.

Hayley (Robert Preston) is shot
during the confrontation between
Hawkins and Jeremy and Frank O'Neal,
a further disaster for the Chisholms,
who are already plagued by thirst and
fatigue as they continue their torturous
journey across the desert.

Hayley Chisholm  Robert Preston
Minerva Chisholm  Rosemary Harris
Will  Ben Murphy
Cooper Hawkins  Mitchell Ryan
Bo  James Van Patten
Gideon  Brett Cullen
Bonnie Sue  Delta Burke
Kwedino  Victoria Racimo
Merry Hogsett  Susan Swift
Lester Hackett  Reid Smith
Betsy O'Neal  Devon Ericson

Hawkeye avoids surprise party

Irritated that the 4077th is planning a "surprise" party for
him, Hawkeye volunteers to go to the aid of a wounded
surgeon at the front, on "MASH," Monday, Feb. 4 (8:00-8:30
p.m.) on the CBS Television Network. An additional irritant
to Hawkeye is the arrival of Dr. Borelli, a warcracking
medical adviser with whom he habitually disagrees. Series
star Alan Alda wrote and directed the episode, which
features guest appearances by his father, Robert Alda, as
the jovial medical consultant, and his brother, Antony (cq)
Alda, as a young medic.

Hawkeye  Alan Alda
B.J.  Mike Farrell
Col. Potter  Harry Morgan
Hot Lips  Loretta Swit
Winchester  David Ogden Stiers
Kling  Jamie Farr
Father Mulcahy  William Christopher

THEY SAID IT
ON "GOOD MORNING AMERICA"

Actor and comedian
George Burns, who is
booked solid at the age of
83, when asked if he has
tought of retiring: "I don't
think anybody should retire.
As a matter of fact, I'm
making old age fashionable;
I'm doing so well, everybody
can't wait to get old."

KITCHEN CARPET SALE
$4.88 SQ YD
HEAVY PLUSH SALE
$7.28 SQ YD
TACK DYED
HI-LO SHAGS
SALE
$6.88 SQ YD

KITCHEN CARPET SALE
$4.88 SQ YD
HEAVY PLUSH SALE
$7.28 SQ YD
TACK DYED
HI-LO SHAGS
SALE
$6.88 SQ YD

CARPET SALE
YOUR WHOLE HOUSE
or 70 SQ. YARDS ONLY
$599.00

CARPET
LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS & QUALITIES
TO CHOOSE FROM

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1980 PAGE 3
**Sunday**

**Morning**

**Sunday, February 3, 1980**

**9:00**
- **GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE**
- **LARRY JONES**
- **HELLO LADY**

**9:30**
- **SUNDAY SCHOOL**
- **LIFE WORTH LIVING**
- **HOUR OF POWER**
- **UNTAMED WORLD**

**10:00**
- **CHURCH SERVICE**
- **SOMETHING SPECIAL**
- **METROCHURCH**
- **UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU**

**10:30**
- **ADDAMS FAMILY**
- **JETSONS**

**11:00**
- **THIS IS THE LIFE**
- **VOICES FROM THE LAND**
- **FACE THE NATION**
- **MY FAVORITE MARTIAN**

**11:30**
- **CANDID CAMPUS**
- **ISSUES AND ANSWERS**
- **FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH**
- **NOVA BLACK TIDE**

**12:00**
- **PARADISE HAWAIIAN STYLE/ELVIS STARS AS ROMANTIC PILOT**

**12:30**
- **MOVIE PARADISE HAWAIIAN STYLE**

**1:00**
- **WALL STREET WEEK**

**1:30**
- **COUNTRY LIVING**
- **MIGHTY JOE YOUNG**

**2:00**
- **FREE TO CHOOSE**

**2:30**
- **ABC'S INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING**

**3:00**
- **MEDICINE AND YOU**

**4:00**
- **DAVE BLISS SHOW**
- **WALL STREET WEEK**

**4:30**
- **COUNTRY LIVING**

**5:00**
- **FIREING LINE**

**5:30**
- **WILD WORLD OF ANIMALS**

**6:00**
- **MEET THE PRESS**
- **HARRISON AND COMPANY**

**6:30**
- **MISSED PEACH**
- **THE KELLY SCHOOL ANNUAL HEART THROB BALL**

**7:00**
- **BIG EVENT "BOB HOPE'S OVERSEA TOURS"**

**7:30**
- **ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS**

**8:00**
- **DEAR FRIENDS**
- **ABC NEWS**

**8:30**
- **ABOVE AND BEYOND**

**9:00**
- **DISNEY'S WONDERWORLD**

**9:30**
- **THE JEFFERSONS**

**10:00**
- **MASTERPIECE THEATER "THE DUEL OF DUKE STREET"**

**10:30**
- **MOVIE "PALEFACE"**

**11:00**
- **ABC NEWS**

**11:30**
- **THE JOURNEY**

---

**Afternoon**

**9:00**
- **JERRY FALWELL**
- **HITTING ARE PEOPLE TOO**
- **RICK HUBARD GROOVLING GOOFIES**

**10:00**
- **JIMMY SWAGGART**
- **KRITF PESTER**

**10:30**
- **TONY AND SUSAN ALAMO**

**12:00**
- **TUNNELS**

**12:30**
- **FLIGHT OF FANTASY**

**1:00**
- **CAMPUS LIVING IN COLOR**

**1:30**
- **SPORTS WORLD**

**2:00**
- **BING CROSBY NATIONAL PRO-AM**

**2:30**
- **WILD, WILD WEST**
- **TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH**

**3:00**
- **WASHINGTON WEEK REVIEW**

**3:30**
- **OUTER LIMITS**

**4:00**
- **Dennis Hopper's Peacock Palace**

**4:30**
- **ABC NEWS**

**5:00**
- **BBC NEWS**

**5:30**
- **OKLAHOMA**

**6:00**
- **HEARTBEAT**

**6:30**
- **CBS NEWS**

**7:00**
- **CBS NEWS**

**7:30**
- **WILD KINGDOM**

**8:00**
- **JIMMY HOUSTON OUTDOORS**

**8:30**
- **DONAHUE P.M.**

**9:00**
- **MOVIE "CLAMBAKE"**

**9:30**
- **TRAPPER JOHN, M.D.**

**10:00**
- **LEGISLATIVE WEEK IN REVIEW**

**10:30**
- **KING IS COMING**

**11:00**
- **JERRY FALWELL PRESENTS**

---

**Evening**

**6:00**
- **DISNEY'S WONDERWORLD**

**6:30**
- **ABC NEWS**

**7:00**
- **CBS NEWS**

**7:30**
- **ONE DAY AT A TIME**

**---**

Listings are accurate at press time but stations sometimes make changes in programs and guests on a daily basis.
Monday

Morning

7:00
1) TODAY SHOW
2) GOOD MORNING, AMERICA
3) FARM REPORT
4) WOODLY, POPEYE AND PALS
7:15
5) MORNING LAUGH
6) A.M. WEATHER
7:30
7) BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
8) OVER EASY
9) PTL CLUB
8:00
10) CAPTAIN KANGAROO
11) SESAME STREET
12) ADDAMS FAMILY
8:30
13) MY FAVORITE MARTIAN
9:00
14) MIKE DOUGLAS
15) PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
9:30
16) WHEW
17) WORLD CLASSICS
18) HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
19) CARTOON TIME
10:00
20) HIGH ROLLERS
21) LAVENRE & SHIRLEY
22) PRICE IS RIGHT
23) THINK ABOUT
24) DINAH!
25) IT'S YOUR BUSINESS
10:15
26) MATH MATTERS
10:30
27) WHEEL OF FORTUNE

Afternoon

12:00
28) NEWS
29) YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
30) ZARABANDA
31) BUGS AND FRIENDS
12:30
32) DAYS OF OUR LIVES
33) SEARCH FOR SCIENCE
34) PERRY MASON
35) MOVIE
12:45
36) WRITE CHANNEL
1:00
37) LIFE ON THE TOWN
38) AS THE WORLD TURNS
39) UNDER THE BLUE UMBRELLA
1:15
40) TIME TO DRAW
1:30
41) DOCTORS
42) I CAN READ
43) MERV GRiffin
1:45
44) SONG BAG
2:00
45) ANOTHER WORLD

Evening

6:00
46) NEWS
47) JOKER'S WILD
48) MACNEIL, LEBNER REPORT
49) DICK VAN DYKE
50) ODD COUPLE
51) FAMILY FEUD
52) TIC TAC DOUGH
53) NEWLYWED GAME
54) OKLAHOMA REPORT
55) ALL IN THE FAMILY
56) BOB NEWHART SHOW
57) LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
58) AS THE WORLD TURNS
59) UNDER THE BLUE UMBRELLA
6:30
60) GUIDING LIGHT
61) ALL ABOUT YOU
62) VISION ON
63) STAR BLAZERS
64) EDGE OF NIGHT
65) DATING GAME
66) SESAME STREET
67) GROOVIE GOLLIWOGS
68) THREE STOOGES
69) TOM AND JERRY
70) HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
71) GOMER PYLE
72) WOODY, POPEYE AND PALS
73) SPEED RACER
74) LITTLE RASCALS
75) CAROL BURNETT SHOW
76) ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
77) MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD
78) FLINTSTONES
79) SUPERMAN
80) SANFORD AND SON
81) I LOVE LUCY
82) ELECTRIC COMPANY
83) MUNSTERS
84) BUGS BUNNY
85) HOGAN'S HEROES
86) ABC NEWS
87) NEWS
88) 3-2-1 CONTACT
89) LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
90) HOBBIT BUNCH
91) NBC NEWS
92) NEWS
93) CBS NEWS
94) OVER EASY
95) HERE'S LUCY
96) I DREAM OF JEANNIE

February 4, 1980

BASKETBALL TEXAS A&M VS. TEXAS TECH

STAR TREK
- Maybe the All-Time Greatest Adventure Scenons on Television

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ICE FOLLIES
Host Tony Randall welcomes former Olympic and world champion skater Peggy Fleming in this glitzy spectacular.

FAMILY
Buddy must cope with the shocked reactions of her friends and family when she becomes involved with one of her teachers.

LOU GRANT
YUKUTAT
A documentary on how citizens of a remote Alaska fishing village handled the prospect of a drastic change in their way of life.

STARSKY AND HUTCH

Peyton Place
Lana Turner

TONIGHT 8PM on 34 KGMC-TV One Good Turn

WHO'S WHOSE

Star Trek
WILLIAM SHATNER, LEONARD NIMOY

TONIGHT 7PM on 34 KGMC-TV One Good Turn
Wednesday

Morning

7:00
- TODAY SHOW
- GOOD MORNING, AMERICA
- FARM REPORT
- WOODY, POPEYE AND PALS
7:15
- MORNING LAUGH
- A.M. WEATHER
7:30
- BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
- OVER EASY
- PTL CLUB
8:00
- CAPTAIN KANGAROO
- SESAME STREET
- ADDAMS FAMILY
8:30
- MY FAVORITE MARTIAN
9:00
- MIKE DOUGLAS
- PHIL DONAHUE
- JEFFERSON
- ELECTRIC COMPANY
- ROMPER ROOM
9:30
- WHON?
- 3-2-1 CONTACT
- HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
- CARTOON TIME
10:00
- HIGH ROLLERS
- LAVERN & SHIRLEY
- PRICE IS RIGHT
- THINK ABOUT
- DINAH!
10:15
- IT'S YOUR BUSINESS
- MATH RELATIONSHIPS
- WHEEL OF FORTUNE
- FAMILY FEUD
- MATTER OF FICTION
- 700 CLUB
10:45
- READING
11:00
- CHAIN REACTION
- ALL MY CHILDREN
- MIDDAY
- AMERICA
- MOVIE
11:30
- DANNY'S DAY
- VISION ON
12:00
- NEWS
- YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
- ASCENT OF MAN
- BUGS AND FRIENDS
12:30
- DAYS OF OUR LIVES
- RYAN'S HOPE
- PERRY MASON
- MOVIE
1:00
- ONE LIFE TO LIVE
- AS THE WORLD TURNS
- SELF INC.
1:15
- EASY DRAWING
1:30
- DRAGS
- PROJECT SELF DISCOVERY
- MERY GRIFIN
1:45
- SING ALONG WITH ME
2:00
- ANOTHER WORLD
- GENERAL HOSPITAL
- GUIDING LIGHT
- CAREER AWARENESS
2:15
- THINKABOUT
2:30
- VISION ON
- STAR BLAZERS
3:00
- EDGE OF NIGHT
- DATING GAME
- SESAME STREET
- GROOVIE GOOLIES
- THREE STOOGES
3:30
- TOM AND JERRY
- HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
- GOMER PYLE
- SPEED RACER
- LITTLE RASCALS AND FRIENDS
- CAROL BURNETT AND FRIENDS
- ANDY GRIFFITH
- MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD
- FLINTSTONES
- SUPERMAN
- 4:00
- BUGS BUNNY
- MUNSTERS
- HOGAN'S HEROES
- ABC NEWS
- CBS NEWS
- 3-2-1 CONTACT
- LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
- BRADY BUNCH
5:00
- NBC NEWS
- CBS NEWS
- MOVIE
- OVER EASY
- HERES'S LUCY
- I DREAM OF JEANNIE

Evening

6:00
- NEWS
- JOKE'S WILD
- MAGNIFICENT LIEBER REPORT
- DICK VAN DYKE
- ODD COUPLE
6:30
- FAMILY FEUD
- TIC TAC DOUGH
- NEW YORK GUEMS REPORT
- OKLAHOMA REPORT
- ALL IN THE FAMILY
- BOB NEWHART SHOW
7:00
- REAL PEOPLE
8:00
- SANFORD AND SON
- I LOVE LUCY
- ELECTRIC COMPANY
- MUNSTERS
- BUGS BUNNY
- HOGAN'S HEROES
- ABC NEWS
- CBS NEWS
- MOVIE
- HERE'S LUCY
- I DREAM OF JEANNIE

February 6, 1980

10:30
- MOVIE
- "VON RYAN'S EXPRESS"
- "65 Frank Sinatra, Trevor Howard. American Air Force Colonel leads a group of prisoners of war in taking control of a freight train in which the Nazis are shipping them as a train to Austria."
- HELLO, LARRY
- "Hoping to be asked to live with the Alders, Larry's father makes himself penniless by giving Diane $1000 toward her new car."
- 9:30
- "BEST OF SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE"
- "Vegas"
- "Dan must nail an international gang who uses chorus girls to rig the casino's roulette wheels."
- "BATTLE OF WESTLANDS"

Midwestern metropolis; story of the O'Leary's whose cows started the Chicago fire; love of the two O'Leary boys for a singer.
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### Thursday

#### Morning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>TODAY SHOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15</td>
<td>MORNING LAUGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td>BEVERLY HILLSBILLYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>CAPTAIN KANGAROO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>HIGH ROLLERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>TILSON'S BOOK SHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>HIGH ROLLERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>TILSON'S BOOK SHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>CHAIN REACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>DANNY DANTZER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Afternoon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>EUGENE S. YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>ELECTRIC COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>BARRIN JONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>ONE LIFE TO LIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Evening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td>Moss/Joan, LeRheer Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>BUCK ROGERS IN THE 25TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td>Bullitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Star Trek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Star Trek's On Pointed Ears &amp; All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>New Movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>News</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**February 7, 1980**

- Sgt. Harris refuses.
- Barnaby/Cute Songbird • Caught In Deadly Plot
- Barnaby Jones
- "Bridge On The River Kwai" • Alex Guinness

---

**Evening**

- News
- Joans/LeRheer Report
- Dick Van Dyke
- Odd Couple
- Match Game P.M.
- Tic Tac Dough
- Newlywed Game
- Oklahoma Report
- All In The Family
- Bob Newhart Show
- Soap
- Camera Three
- Skag
- Bikers TERRORIZE "KNOCKS LANDING"!

---

**Celebrities**

- Jim Rockford P.I.
- Bob Newhart Show
- Police Woman
- Untouchables
- Movie

---

**Movie**

- "Bullitt" • Steve McQueen, Robert Vaughn, San Francisco detective goes after the killers of Chicago hood, a prospective witness at a Senate subcommittee hearing, and discovers a look-alike was actually murdered.

---

**Dlluminaries**

- Biker's TERRORIZE "KNOTS LANDING"!
- Knotts Landing

---

**Soap**

- Soap
- Camera Three
- Skag
- Bikers TERRORIZE "KNOTS LANDING"!

---

**TNT/ABC**

- Today Show
- Good Morning America
- Farm Report
- Woody, Poppy, and Pals
- Morning Laugh
- A.M. Weather
- Learning Disabilities
- Perry Mason
- Movie
- One Life To Live
- As The World Turns
- Lands & People
- Arts Discoveries
- Doctors
- Our Country
- Merv Griffin
- Another World
- General Hospital
- Guiding Light
- Conrads
- Clyde Frog-Way To Go
- Vision on
- Star Blazors
- Edge of Night
- Dating Game
- Sesame Street
- Groovie Goolies
- Three Stooges
- Tom and Jerry
- Happy Days Again
- Gomer Pyle
- Woody, Poppy, and Pals
- Speed Racer
- Little Rascals
- Friends
- Carol Burnett
- Andy Griffith
- Mister Rogers Neighborhood
- Flintstones
- Star Trek's On Pointed Ears & All
- Star Trek
- Benson
- Quincy
- Barney Miller

---

**Superman**

- Superman
- Sanford and Son
- I Love Lucy

---

**The Journal**

- The Journal
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**Friday**

**Morning**

- 7:00 [SCOTT DE BRUYNE]
- 7:15 [MARGIE HAMILTON]
- 7:30 [BEVERLY HILLBILLY]
- 8:00 [CAPTAIN KANGAROO]
- 8:30 [MY FAVORITE MARTIAN]
- 9:00 [MIKE DOUGLAS]
- 9:30 [PHIL DONAHUE]
- 10:00 [JEFFERSONS / ELECTRIC COMPANY]
- 10:30 [ROMPER ROOM]
- 11:00 [WHEAT]
- 11:30 [AS WE SEE IT]
- 12:00 [HOLLYWOOD SQUARES]
- 12:30 [CARTOON TIME]
- 1:00 [WOMAN'S WORLD]
- 1:30 [ZEBRA WING]
- 2:00 [PRICE IS RIGHT]
- 2:30 [WHAT'S IN THE NEWS]
- 3:00 [DINAH]
- 3:30 [IT'S YOUR BUSINESS]
- 4:00 [MEASURE UP]
- 4:30 [WHEEL OF FORTUNE]
- 5:00 [FAMILY FEUD]
- 5:30 [MIDDAY]
- 6:00 [MAN BUILD MANS]
- 6:30 [DESTROY]
- 7:00 [MOVIE]
- 7:30 [DANNYSDAY]
- 8:00 [VISION ON]

**Afternoon**

- 12:00 [NEWS]
- 12:15 [YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS]
- 12:30 [ANIMALS AND SUCH]
- 12:45 [ASCENT OF MAN]
- 1:00 [DAYS OF OUR LIVES]
- 1:15 [RYAN'S HOPE]
- 1:30 [PERRY MASON]
- 1:45 [MOVIE]
- 2:00 [ONE LIFE TO LIVE]
- 2:15 [AS THE WORLD TURNS]
- 2:30 [ripples]
- 2:45 [DOCTORS]
- 3:00 [FINDING OUR WAY]
- 3:15 [MERV GRIMM]
- 3:30 [SINGING DOWN THE ROAD]
- 3:45 [ANOTHER WORLD]
- 4:00 [GENERAL HOSPITAL]
- 4:15 [GUIDING LIGHT]
- 4:30 [MATH MATTERS]
- 4:45 [BREAD & BUTTERFLIES]
- 5:00 [VISION ON]
- 5:15 [STAR BLAZERS]
- 5:30 [EDGE OF NIGHT]
- 5:45 [DATING GAME]
- 6:00 [SESSA STREET]
- 6:15 [GROOVIE GOLIES]
- 6:30 [THREE STOOGES]
- 6:45 [TOM AND JERRY]
- 7:00 [HAPPY DAYS AGAIN]
- 7:15 [GOMER PYLE]
- 7:30 [WOODS, POPEYE AND PALS]
- 7:45 [SPEED RACER]
- 8:00 [LITTLE RASCALS AND FRIENDS]
- 8:15 [CAROL BURNETT AND FRIENDS]
- 8:30 [ANDY GRIFFITH]
- 8:45 [MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD]
- 9:00 [FLINTSTONES]
- 9:15 [SUPERMAN]

**Evening**

- 6:00 [NEWS]
- 6:15 [JOKER'S WILD]
- 6:30 [MACNEIL, LEHRER REPORT]
- 6:45 [DICK VAN DYKE]
- 7:00 [ODD COUPLE]
- 7:15 [PRICE IS RIGHT]
- 7:30 [TIC TAC DOUGH]
- 7:45 [NEWLYWED GAME]
- 8:00 [OKLAHOMA WEEK IN REVIEW]
- 8:15 [ALL IN THE FAMILY]
- 8:30 [BOB NEWHART SHOW]
- 8:45 [FAMILY CIRCUS]
- 9:00 [VALENTE]
- 9:15 [B.A.D. CATS / WOMEN'S PRISON UNDERCOVER]
- 9:30 [THE B.A.D. CATS]
- 9:45 [INcredible HULK / WASHINGTON WEEK REVIEW]
- 10:00 [STARSKY AND HUTCH]
- 10:15 [STAR TREK]
- 10:30 [NEWS]
- 10:45 [DICK CAVETT SHOW]
- 11:00 [L.A.T.E.R.]
- 11:15 [BENNY HILL SHOW]
- 11:30 [TONIGHT SHOW]
- 11:45 [MASH]
- 12:00 [GUNSMOKE]
- 12:15 [GLITTERING PRIZES]
- 12:30 [JIM ROCKFORD P.I.]
- 12:45 [BOB NEWHART SHOW]
- 1:00 [MOVIE]
- 1:15 [CALLIN THE SHOT]
- 1:30 [FREE TO CHOOSE]
- 1:45 [Bridge On The River Kwai]
- 2:00 [William Holden]
- 2:15 [SOT]
- 2:30 [Classic]
- 2:45 [BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWA]
- 3:00 [William Holden, Alec Guinness, British Colonel]
- 3:15 [imprisoned with his troops by the Japanese, and forced to labor in building a bridge.]
- 3:30 [BONNIE & CLYDE]
- 3:45 [BEATTY & DUNAWAY]
- 4:00 [BONNIE AND CLYDE]
- 4:15 [Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway, Adventures of a pair of famous depression era bandits.]
- 4:30 [ELVIS REMEMBERED: NASHVILLE TO HOLLYWOOD]
- 4:45 [Elvis' career is recalled in this special hosted by Barbara Mandrell and Larry Gatlin. Also performing are Merle Haggard, Jerry Lee Lewis, and others.]
- 5:00 [LUCY VICTIMIZED BY J.R. PLOT / SEE DALLAS]
- 5:15 [DALLAS]
- 5:30 [MASTERPIECE THEATER DUCHESS OF DUKE STREET]

**Tonic 8:30 on 34**

**WE ROB BANKS**

Bonnie & Clyde

WARREN BEATTY, FAWE DUNAWAY

TONIGHT 8:30pm on 34
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"Scared Straight-Another Story"

Filing of "Scared Straight—Another Story," a new motion picture-for-television being produced for CBS Entertainment by Golden West Television for broadcast on the CBS television network, has been at the Arizona State Prison. Florence, Ariz. Later filming will be done in Los Angeles locations.

Cliff De Young has been cast in the top role in the drama. Richard Michaels will direct for producer Arnold Shaimin. T.S. Cook wrote the teleplay. John T. Reynolds is the executive producer.

The fictional story is based on "Scared Straight!" the much-acclaimed, multi-Emmy Award-winning documentary that was broadcast widely in this country and abroad in 1978 and 1979 and was also a product of Shaprio and Golden West Television.

"Scared Straight!" was a raw, powerful study of a program being operated by a group of convicts at New Jersey's Rahway State Prison with the purpose of dissuading juvenile criminal offenders from continuing with activities that could result in the sentencing of them to Rahway or similar institutions.

The Rahway program gave the youths a shocking, first-hand look at the brutal realities of a prison existence during their confrontation with the group of hardened inmates.

AGELESS TROOPER

The legendary Bob Hope, today still going strong at 76, will look back on three decades of entertaining American service personnel in "Bob Hope Overseas Christmas Tours: Around the World with the Troops; 1941-1972," a two-part retrospective of his famed yuletide trips to points around the globe Sundays, Feb. 3 and Feb. 10 (7:00-10:00 p.m.) on NBC-TV.

"Scared Straight—Another Story" is a new motion picture-for-television being produced for CBS Entertainment by Golden West Television for broadcast on the CBS television network, has been at the Arizona State Prison, Florence, Ariz. Later filming will be done in Los Angeles locations.

Cliff De Young has been cast in the top role in the drama. Richard Michaels will direct for producer Arnold Shaimin. T.S. Cook wrote the teleplay. John T. Reynolds is the executive producer.

The fictional story is based on "Scared Straight!" the much-acclaimed, multi-Emmy Award-winning documentary that was broadcast widely in this country and abroad in 1978 and 1979 and was also a product of Shaprio and Golden West Television.

"Scared Straight!" was a raw, powerful study of a program being operated by a group of convicts at New Jersey's Rahway State Prison with the purpose of dissuading juvenile criminal offenders from continuing with activities that could result in the sentencing of them to Rahway or similar institutions.

The Rahway program gave the youths a shocking, first-hand look at the brutal realities of a prison existence during their confrontation with the group of hardened inmates.
Saturday

**Morning**

- 7:00: GOD ZILLA
- 7:30: GLOBETROTTERS ADVENTURE HOUR
- 8:00: WORLD'S GREATEST SUPERFRIENDS
- 8:30: ADVENTURES OF MIGHTY MOUSE AND HOOKLE & JEEKL
- 9:00: HOT FUDGE
- 9:30: UNICORN TALES
- 10:00: FRED AND BARNEY MEET THE SHMOO
- 10:30: PLASTICIAN COMEDY ADVENTURE SHOW
- 11:00: BUGS BUNNY, RUNNER ROBBINO
- 11:30: SATURDAY A.M.
- 12:00: ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
- 12:30: BLACK TULIP
- 13:00: WOMAN TO WOMAN
- 13:30: DUFFY DUCK
- 14:00: SCOOBY AND SCRAPPY-DOO
- 14:30: ALL-NEW POPEYE
- 15:00: AL BROWN'S SCHOOL DAY
- 15:30: WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS
- 16:00: BUGS BUNNY
- 16:30: 3-2-1 CONTACT
- 17:00: IT'S YOUR BUSINESS
- 17:30: JETSONS
- 18:00: HO HO SHOW
- 18:30: NEW FATALBERT
- 19:00: THAT GIRL
- 19:30: 750 CLUB
- 20:00: SPORTS AFIELD
- 20:30: ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
- 21:00: SHAZAM
- 21:30: MOVIE
- 22:00: "RED PONY"

**Afternoon**

- 12:00: UNITY
- 12:30: OKLAHOMA GARDENING
- 13:00: MOVIE
- 13:30: "FURY AT FURNACE CREEK"
- 14:00: POP Goes THE COUNTRY
- 14:30: SATURDAY REVIEW
- 15:00: MARKET TO MARKET
- 15:30: PAUL HANSEN SHOW
- 16:00: SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN
- 16:30: INSIGHT WITH PAM OLSON
- 17:00: MURDER MOST ENGLISH
- 17:30: MOVIE
- 18:00: "SSSSSS"
- 18:30: 73 Trooper Martin
- 19:00: COLLEGE BASKETBALL KANSAS AT MISSOURI
- 19:30: MOVIE
- 20:00: "WARR OF THE WORLDS"
- 20:30: Gene Barry, Ann Robinson
- 21:00: BILL DANCE OUTDOORS
- 21:30: GRAND SLAM OF TENNIS

- 12:00: TARZAN AND THE SUPER SEVEN
- 12:30: VICTORY GARDEN

**Evening**

- 19:00: MURDER MOST ENGLISH
- 19:30: PROFESSIONAL BOWLERS TOUR
- 20:00: TONIGHT'S SHOW
- 20:30: OKLAHOMA GARDENING
- 21:00: "HEARTBEAT KID"
- 21:30: Charles Grodin, Cybill Shepherd
- 22:00: PAC
- 22:30: "APC"
- 23:00: "SEVEN"
- 23:30: "AIRSOFT"
- 24:00: "LONE RANGER"
- 24:30: "SUNDAY AT HOME"
- 25:00: "HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH"
- 25:30: "RIFLEMAN"
- 26:00: NASHVILLE MUSIC

**February 9, 1980**

- 5:30: NASHVILLE MUSIC
- 6:00: NEWS
- 6:30: MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
- 7:00: CHIP
- 7:30: "BIG SKY"
- 8:00: "FANTASY ISLAND"
- 8:30: "SUNDAY NIGHT LIVE"
- 9:00: "JOURNEY INTO FEAR"
- 9:30: "LONE RANGER"
- 10:00: "TOM CURTAIN/PAUL NEWMAN STARS IN Spy Story by Hitchcock"
- 10:30: "TOM CURTAIN" 16 Paul Newman, Julie Andrews, Noted American football player pretends to defect to East Germany in order to steal the secret of a vital weapon and save the world from an invasion by Mars.
- 11:00: "BILL DANCE OUTDOORS"
- 11:30: "GRAND SLAM OF TENNIS"

**Replacements and complete installations. Now is the time to replace that inadequate heating system with a new energy efficient unit from Whirlpool and stop wasting fuel and money.**

**RACKLEY SERVICE**

A name you can trust

3105 Holiday 677-6011
**Sports highlights**

**Sunday**

12:00  NBA ALL-STAR GAME

East Stars vs. West Stars, with Brent Musburger and Hot Rod Hundley providing the commentary.

1:00  COLLEGE BASKETBALL LOUISVILLE AT ST. JOHN'S

1:00  THE SUPERSTARS

Today's show will feature the third Men's Preliminary.

2:15  ABC'S INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING

2:30  BING CROSBY NATIONAL PRO-AM

Final-round play in this pro-celebrity tournament with Vic Scully, Pat Summerall, Jack Whitaker, Frank Giebler and Ken Venturi as commentators.

3:00  SPORTSWORLD

The Muhammad Ali vs. Frazier Amateur Boxing Club vs. the Joe Frazier Amateur Boxing Club and Sports Illustrated's batting suit fashions are featured.

3:30  ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS

**Saturday**

1:30  COLLEGE BASKETBALL KANSAS AT MISSOURI

2:00  GRAND SLAM OF TENNIS

Four of the leading man-pro compete in the semi-finals.

2:30  PROFESSIONAL BOWLING TOUR

Today's show will feature live coverage of the $125,000 Midas Open from the Brunswick Northwest Bowl in Palatine, Illinois.

3:30  HAWAIIAN OPEN

The second round of this PGA tournament from the Waialae Country Club in Honolulu, Don Criqui and Bruce Devlin will be the announcers.

4:00  ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS

Today's show will feature live coverage of the Larry Holmes-Lorenzo Zanoni WBC title bout in Las Vegas.

"Angel on my Shoulder"

Peter Strauss will star in a contemporary motion picture adaptation of the 1946 classic, "Angel On My Shoulder," for airing on the ABC Television Network during the current season. It was announced by Leonard Hill, Vice President, Motion Pictures for Television, ABC Entertainment.

The fantasy and comedy elements of this unique project should spotlight an entirely new facet of Peter Strauss' remarkable talents." Mrs. Hill said in making the announcement. "This continues a pattern he has already established in five consecutive starring vehicles for ABC, each a departure in content and style from his previous work."

"Angel On my Shoulder" offers some election-year levity in the tale of a small-time Chicago hoodlum, now declassed, who strikes a bargain with the Devil to escape the eternal discomforts of Hell-by inhabiting, and attempting to corrupt—a totally honest district attorney who is running for Governor.

The 1946 film starred Paul Muni in the role Peter Strauss will reinterpret for television.

Strauss previously starred in five ABC Projects: "Rich Man, Poor Man" (Books I and II); "Young Joe, the Forgotten Kennedy"; last season's "Jericho Mile," for which he won the Emmy; and "Masada," the "ABC Novel for Television" now completing principal photography for next season.

**Sports Calendar**

**BOWLING**

ABC's Pro Bowlers Tour has an exciting match lined up for this Saturday afternoon (Feb. 9). It's the $135,000 Final Open in Palatine, Illinois. And you think there is no point in tuning in—that you have seen all there is to see in bowling—then you must have missed this season's first match. The roll of just one ball there was alone exciting enough to make the entire match worthwhile.

Mark Roth, the game's top money winner for three straight seasons, was doing the bowling. The place was Rosemont, Illinois. And Roth was almost to make a seven-million-to-one shot, a shot never before seen on television.

It was a 7-10 split, and later Roth would say that he was not really trying to make the shot. He was just good at it, and that his previous ball, a good one, had left him with the split. So because of that, he got a little harder than normal. And a "little harder" for Mark Roth, a power bowler, is a lot harder for most people.

Both pins went down, and expert commentator Nelson Burton, Jr., was shouting: "The first time? A 7-10 split! After 19 years on television, we have here something never before accomplished."

**PRIMETIME**

NBC's Sports Department seems to have their eye on more and more primetime opportunities. For one thing, Don Ohlmeyer is producing a 4-hour movie "The Golden Moment," about a Russian gymnast and an American decathlon champion who fall in love during the 1980 Moscow Olympics.

For another, Art Watson (President of NBC Sports), is producing a 4-hour primetime pilot-special called "The Sunday Games" which will cover American successes around the country (not well-known professional athletes) enjoying the joy of athletic competition.

**Speaking Up**

**DUSTIN HOFFMAN:** "People call me difficult because I've spoken up ever since I started acting. I got kicked out of acting class when I was 20 because I yelled at the teacher for not letting me in the middle of a scene. So I tried Off Broadway and I quit shows.

Even so, I have always felt that I knew what I was doing. Often, if I was sitting in a hotel room, I'd think: 'I should be doing this thing.'"

**LINDA CARTER:** "I had no choice but to yell each week on the set of 'Wonder Woman.' Nothing in the script would ever change except the names of the villains. So I made noise. Men don't like dealing with women who make demands, though. That's why I was given such a bad reputation."

**Parents**

JOYCE DELLIT: "My father was against show business because it controls only the best for me. He thought acting was such a lowly existence. He told me I'd wind up having forty husbands, forty abandoned children, and in the end turn out to be an alcoholic. Talk about cliches!"

**DAVID JANSSEN:** "Mother was of the old school. She believed stardom had nothing to do with talent and hated the profession. But she wanted him to be an actor because it was the most glamorous, sought after thing in town."

**MARCO THOMAS:** "My father wanted me to stop acting, but only because he didn't want me to spend the rest of my life depressed. At that time I had been bouncing the pavement in L.A. and New York with no one noticing. The minute I got my first smash review in a play, his opinion changed. He came backstage crying and his face was filled with pride."

**Dancing**

**PENNY MARSHALL:** "My mother had me tapdancing since I was three. I hated it, but she used to threaten me. If I didn't want to dance, she said, I'd have to spend all day Saturday cleaning the house."

**BERNADETTE PETERS:** "It made my debut dancing on 'The Horn and Hardart Children's Hour.' Mother had me in radio at all the time to catch me, but Dad had to get up at 2 a.m. for work, and he'd always try to pull the plug out of the wall."

**BARBRA STREISAND:** "Not many people know I studied ballet. I took it as a kid for some years but, unfortunately, my mother made me give it up. My legs were so skinny she thought they'd break!"

**COLD WEATHER JACKETS**

One of the major concerns for ABC Sports during the XII Winter Olympic Games in Lake Placid, N.Y., is protecting its cameras from freezing. It is not highly unusual for the temperature to plummet to 40 degrees below zero for four hours without the built-in heating units.

**CHAMPION INTERIORS**

NEW 10x10 Nylons
1st QUALITY SHORT SHAG OR HI-LO SHAG CARPET
COMPANY NOW AT 350 PERS. ONLY $9 PERS. PER YD.
FREE ESTIMATES
848-3698 CALL ANYTIME 24 HOURS

**AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ADJUSTMENT & TUNE-UP $12.88**

**AARON'S TRANSMISSION**

220 N. WESTERN --- 235-3561
2944 NW 39 EXPWY --- 946-2692
5708 SE 15 --- MWC --- 732-6839
A look at two new series

By Grace C. Biggers

Then there is "One in A Million" on ABC. This is the story of Gayly Simpkins, a female taxi driver who sud-

denly comes into control of Grayson Enterprises, a huge

business conglomerate, when a former client (a regular

passenger) dies and leaves her $20 million. Now

Shirley regularly dumps bums with it fine without Grayson

(played by Keene Curtis) and has trouble satisfying the

identity of a stubborn father (Mel Stewart) and devoted

mother (Ann Wedman). Bernard Fox supports her with a

spelunk Ballantine who has not clicked in a series since

"McHale's Navy."

An endless series of plots can be drawn from this kind of

story. It should be good for some excellent, insightful

comedy. But, sad to say, that is not the case. "One In

A Million" appears to be a long line of series which

were rushed onto the assembly line without proper

preparation. The actors do not appear to have the vaguest

knowledge of who they are supposed to be. Their characters

lack even the most primitive signs of motivation. The plots

selected thus far are the thickest, emptiest imaginable.

And the star Shirley Hemphill portrays the title role. You

may remember her as the waitress in "What's Happening?"

She is a funny lady, but she is not ready for this sort of

starring role. The natural talent is there, but no one has

taken the time to know her or make her properly train.

Her movements, expressions, even her dialogue is in an

awkward, amateurish manner. There is no real excuse for

this. None except "greed" on the part of the networks.

They are so anxious to do "One in A Million" because

they think nothing of gambling with plots or performers, toss-

ing series and people into the oven before they are ready.

What a waste.

Variety

By Victoria Lee Biggers

AT IT AGAIN: Here comes Lucy again, and what do you

know—she's not on CBS. The redhead has moved her

commitment to NBC, and this Friday night (Feb. 8), you

can see her in something of a new kind of special titled "Lucy Mo-

vies to the Rescue." What's so new about it? A new 90-

minute NBC program opens with Lucy being welcomed to NBC by a
ton of stars like Bob Hope, Jack Klugman, Gary Coleman and

some other unknowns. Then comes the "Lucy Night" of
comeedy shows for the network. Well, the fact of the mat-

ter, is really that Lucy's job for NBC, and before this 90-

minute special is over, she has watched a full 30-

minute clip for Lucy's first NBC production—a comedy

series starring Donald O'Connor and Gloria DeHaven. Is that

trick or is that new about it that you're watching her

special and she actually tricks you into watching her new

first NBC production. Oh well, you know Lucy.

MODESTY: Meadowlark Lemon, asked the difference

between the Harlem Globally all 16 episodes Burnet-

ette, answered: "The big difference is the Bucketeers have

Meadowlark Loment..."George Burns, asked how he
described the uncles of this, I cannot say, but, "You know
in Vaudever, answered: "All my songs are very fast. That

way by the time the audience found they despised my singing, I

was out of the way.

CRAZY COUPLE: If you see "Hardhat and Legs" (and I hope

you do), you are almost certain to ask who in the world

dreamed up a story like that? You see, it's all about this

construction worker who loves to look at beautiful

legs—so much so that he falls for a pair owned by a lovely

young divorcee (with two kids). Who happens to teach a

course in sex education. So naturally, the construction

worker enrolls in the sex education course to win the heart of

the teacher. And that's only the beginning. There are

problems with compulsive gambling and falling debris

and chaos in the house. It's a crazy movie, but it's fun,

and the reason it's fun is because it is a story of a

very young couple Ruth Godon and Garson Kanin in

their first collaborative effort in 28 years! Kevin Dobson

stars as the handicapped, Sharon Gless has a role and aprons

this Saturday night (Feb. 9) on CBS. I think you will enjoy it.

QUICK CHANGE: From dazed to wed—Linda Lurl, recently

has been added to the cast of the dramedy movies ever made, turning to happier moments as the

new bride of the once very eligible and much sought after Desi

Kellerman. ...And they have two shots—Don Murray, one of the

stars of CBS's newest nighttime series "Knots Landing," appearing in a very demanding role of a very im-

portant movie, "The Boy Who Drank Too Much," on

CBS Wednesday night (Feb. 6). From vogue shows that Robert

Blake, who spent several seasons on the trail of vice as

"Baretta," set to make several TV movies with NBC, one of which will be a new version of John Steinbeck's
classic "Of Mice and Men." From age to stage—Jan Miner,
the TV manicurist who is forever saving women from their

aging hands by soaking them in certain dishwashing

liquid, treating Broadway audiences to a remarkable

performance as she portrays Fanny Farelly in an excellent

revel of "Watch On The Rhine."

MOVIES FOR THE WEEK

MOWIE RATINGS

EXCELLENT

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

1962 Elvis Presley, Shelley Fabares. Rich playboy

changes identity with poor water-skilling

instructor. 10:30 p.m. "MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT"*

"4 Rock Hudson, Paul

Prentiss. Author of a

fishing book is on
tour and makes

acquaintances at
tartan and

water skis and

confesses the

truth.

11:30 p.m. "HARRY IN

OUR HCKET"*

73 James Coburn, Tony

Curis. A team of

professional pick-

pockets and

breaks the

streets of the

American

Northwest, revealing a

host of sophisticated

techniques as they set

up and flee

innumerable

12:30 a.m. "MIGHTY J-OE"*

49 Terry Moore, Robert

Armstrong. Young,
gains raises a giant gorilla in

Africa; press agent
gains it back to the

U.S. as a nightclub act. It

escapes.

13:00 p.m. "ON BORROWED TIME"*

39 Lionel Barrymore,

Una Merkel. Beloved
grandfather, not ready to die;

chases "death" up a tree.

Wednesday

12:30 p.m. "CAPRICE"*

67 Doris Day, Richard

Grauer. Woman in the

cosmetics business

becomes an industrial

spy while actually

searching for a

afflicted ring which had her

father, an interlop, sp Haw.

8:00 p.m. "VON RYAN'S EXPRESS"*

65 Frank Sinatra, Trevor

Faye. Epic of the great

Midwestern metropolis; story

of the O'Leary's

FRIDAY

DIVORCE

By Agreement: Okla. County, $75

A D O P T I O N

By Agreement: Okla. County, $150

BANKRUPTCY

Individual. Unsecured, $150

Consumer, $250

D I M A G E SU I T S

Probate Guardianship, $50

WILLS (Simple, One Person)

I N C O R P O R A T I O N S

Craftsman, $175

D.U.I. Okla. County, $50

O F F I C E H O U R S: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. 5 p.m.

Telephone answered 24 hrs.

10:00 a.m. "AL CAPONE"

501 4th Ave., Bldg. 3

521-8677

GM CARS ONLY

COMPLETE

SHOP SERVICE

GM CARS ONLY

ONE YEAR

EXTRA TOWING

67 95.70

TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS

1235 W. MAIN

423-6533

ARIZONA

NEW HOLLAND TRACTOR

SUNSHINE FIAT INGLEWOOD

IN LINE TRANSMISSIONS

401 N. S. W.

1230 N. S. W.

1235 N. S. W.

NEW HOLLAND TRACTOR

SUNSHINE FIAT INGLEWOOD

IN LINE TRANSMISSIONS

401 N. S. W.

1230 N. S. W.

1235 N. S. W.
Thursday

12:30 p.m. **"JUST FOR YOU!"**
56 Bing Crosby, Jane Wyman, Ethel Barrymore, Natalie Wood. Bandleader Roger Wolfe Kahn and his orchestra provide the music for this romantic comedy.

8:00 p.m. **"BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI"**
An Austrian colonel is imprisoned with his soldiers by the Japanese during the war. When the colonel's wife comes to visit, he reveals his true identity.

8:00 p.m. **"BULLITT"**
Steve McQueen and Robert Vaughn in a thrilling car chase through San Francisco.

9:00 p.m. **"GRASS IS GREENER"**
This romantic comedy follows a couple trying to make ends meet in New York City.

9:30 p.m. **"SANDY'S STORM"**
Gary Sandy stars as Sandy, a singer who has everything going for him until he meets a woman who changes his life.

Friday

12:30 p.m. **"KINGS GO FORTH"**
With Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis, Jean Simmons. This film follows the lives of soldiers as they return home after World War II.

10:30 p.m. **"TALL IN THE SADDLE"**
John Wayne and Ella Raines. Woman-hating cowboy becomes a ranch hand and falls in love with the owner's daughter.

Saturday

11:00 a.m. **"RED PONY"**
Bing Crosby and Ginger Rogers. An adventurer in the desert finds himself in the middle of a family feud.

7:30 p.m. **"THE SECRET STORM"**
A family is threatened when an unknown person threatens to reveal their secrets.

Sunday

6:30 a.m. **"THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR"**
Katharine Hepburn and Cary Grant in a heartwarming tale of a couple who meet on a street corner.

11:00 a.m. **"THE WIND"**
Jean Arthur and Lew Ayres. A young woman struggles to hold her family together during a time of great hardship.

10:30 p.m. **"THERAPY"**
James Cagney and Joan Crawford. A man seeks to recover from a traumatic event by entering a therapy program.

11:00 p.m. **"THE FLYING HUNGRY"**
A man who is addicted to flying gets into trouble when he tries to fly his airplane again.

Mailbag

GARY SANDY

PRE-SEASON SALE!
SAVINGS FOR EARLY BUYERS

THE RIGHT COMBINATION
DRABEK & HILL
AND YORK

DRABEK & HILL INC.
2015 N. W. 10th
528-3303

The Champion E maintains its high efficiency at an affordable price. UPDATE YOUR HOME NOW...

The Reason—Copper Coils
York is one of the few companies still using copper condensers. This insures you of the best quality equipment in the market.

FREE ESTIMATES WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS

ROWAN ROW
Q: Where was Dan Rowan born? My brother and I are having a terrible fight over it. S.L., Dallas, Texas.
A: Believe it or not, Dan Rowan was born on a train en route to Los Angeles, California. In fact, since these circumstances at the time made it impossible for the comedian's mother to register his birth in a city, Dan Rowan does not even have a birth certificate.

MR. ROBERTS
Q: Could you give me some background on Pernell Roberts of the new T.V. show, "Trapper John, M.D.?" Is he married, any children, and what has he been doing since he was on "Bonanza" days? And what did he do before he was an actor? R.H. Sterling, Ill.
A: Pernell Roberts married and has one son, now fully grown. In the intervening years between "Bonanza" and his new series, Roberts divided his time between touring the country in musical productions such as, "Cameleon" and "The King and I," and traveling overseas with his wife. Before he decided to pursue an acting career, Pernell worked as a butcher, a forest ranger and—the job he considers his most unusual—a tombstone maker.

SUPERIOR LETTER
Q: "The Flying Hun" used to be my favorite show and I always wondered who it was that played the Mother Superior. Just who was she and how old was she at the time? J.F. Utica, N.Y.
A: Madeline Sherwood played this role. An Obie Award-winning actress from Canada, Ms. Sherwood was in her forties at the time the series made its debut on television. (For an answer to your question about any TV program or actor, write to Mailbag, care of Tel-Aire Publications, 212 McKinney, Dallas, Texas, 75201)
Teen-age alcohol abuse dramatized

Like father, like son. That might seem to be the problem of "The Boy Who Drank Too Much," two-hour dramatic special which airs Feb. 6 on CBS-TV at 8:00 p.m.

But there's more than just genetics involved in this dramatization of Shemp Greene's novel which stars Scott (Chachi in "Happy Days") Baio and Lance ("James at 15") Kerwin. "The Boy Who Drank Too Much" dramatically reflects some very sobering statistics—alcoholism among teenagers is reaching epidemic proportions, with an estimated 3.3 million problem drinkers between the ages of 14 and 17.

Scott plays the title role; Lance co-stars as the friend who's determined to keep Scott from becoming the mirror image of his father—an ex-hockey standout (played by Don Murray) with a tragic past and an alcohol-ridden present.

While "The Boy Who Drank Too Much" dramatizes the traumas of teenage alcoholism, executive producer Jerry McNeeley emphasizes "This is not a docudrama on alcoholism. Rather, it's the story of friendship. If one of my children got into trouble and somehow I failed them, what a moving concept to think that one of their peers would come to their aid."

The Xerox special was filmed entirely on location in Madison, Wis., where the state's 1979 high school championship team, the Madison Spartans, was recruited to create the fast-paced hockey action. Both Lance and Scott endured a rigorous three-week training program in Los Angeles with former ice hockey star Bill Simpson to prepare them for their workout in front of the camera for the MTM production, which was dramatized by Edward DeBlasio and directed by Jerrold Freedman.

To heighten the visual excitement and movement on the ice, director Friedman placed cameraman John Toll in a wheelchair and had technical advisor Ned Dowd (a professional hockey player) skate him around the arena.

"We want viewers to feel they're part of the action—not just kibitzers," explains Friedman, whose sports-related credits include directing the highly rated television movie "Blood Sport" and the action-packed feature film "Kansas City Bomber."

"Besides being entertaining and, I hope, involving on an emotional level, I'm certain 'The Boy Who Drank Too Much' will get kids thinking about the negative aspects of excessive drinking."
Announcing:
The National Home Health Plan Benefits Book

Presented By:
National Home Life Assurance Company. Serving the insurance needs of America since 1920.

Dedicated to:
Providing Better Health Care Protection for Residents of Oklahoma

J. Dewey Gregg
President National Home Life Assurance Company

Dear Friend,

Your decision to purchase the additional cash protection of the National Home Health Plan could be the most important one you make today.

Your basic hospital insurance is essential. Keep it! But these days, you need more. Since 1970, hospital care costs have nearly tripled! In fact, the American Hospital Association reports that an average patient stay today will cost the hospital nearly $1,500.00!

Incredible? Yes. Like most Americans, you must be deeply concerned about how these runaway costs will affect you...especially since no one basic insurance plan pays it all.

That's where the National Home Health Plan comes in. It pays cash directly to you, up to $50.00 a day; $1,500.00 every 30 days...and that's in addition to benefits you get from any other health plan.

And now you can enjoy the added convenience of charging your premiums on your Visa or Master Charge credit card. It's the easy way to keep your cash protection current while having an automatic record of your payment.

I urge you to read this booklet and join over 2,000,000 Americans who have the added security of National Home's Cash Protection. It's a nice feeling.

Sincerely,

Art Linkletter
Member, Board of Directors with a financial interest in the company

P.S. Everyone is immediately guaranteed acceptance into the National Home Health Plan. Simply mail the brief application form and the postage-free envelope provided. And be sure to keep this booklet as an easy-to-read summary of your added cash protection.

Over $380,000,000.00 in cash benefits paid in the last decade to people in all 50 states.
Guaranteed Acceptance To Everyone Under 65

$50.00 A Day
Cash Direct to You. You collect $50.00 a day ($1,300.00 every 30 days) from the very first day of hospitalization. These benefits will be paid to you for life, if necessary. There are no time limits or maximum cash amounts you can collect.

$100.00 A Day
Double Cash Accident Benefits You collect $100.00 a day ($3,000.00 every 30 days) while both insured husband and wife are hospitalized at the same time for an accident.

Guaranteed Additional Benefits for Everyone

$5,000.00 or $2,500.00
Accidental Loss Cash
You collect an additional $5,000.00 if you suffer complete loss of two limbs or the sight of both eyes within 90 days of an accident—$2,500.00 for loss of one limb or the sight of one eye.

$200.00 A Day
Double Cash Accident Benefits You collect $200.00 a day ($6,000.00 every 30 days) while both insured husband and wife are hospitalized at the same time for an accident.

Guaranteed Acceptance To Everyone 65 And Over

$25.00 A Day
In Addition to Medicare
You collect $25.00 a day ($750.00 every 30 days) during the first 60 days of hospitalization in addition to Medicare. Then, after 60 days, just as in the case of your Medicare benefits, you can purchase your cash benefits double and you collect $50.00 a day ($1,500.00 every 30 days) for as long as you stay in the hospital—even for life, if necessary.

**NO OBLIGATION—YOU HAVE 30 DAYS TO TRY THIS PROTECTION AT NO RISK**

**GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE REGARDLESS OF AGE OR HEALTH CONDITIONS**

**THE NATIONAL HOME HEALTH PLAN**

You collect cash benefits from the very first day—up to $50,000 A DAY $1,500,000 EVERY 30 DAYS for any covered accident or illness...for as long as you stay.

**Assistance Plan (If applicable)**

1. Check the box for the plan which best suits your needs. Check without including if you do not wish to be included in the plan.

**Plan A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$50.00 A Day</th>
<th>$1,500.00 Every 30 Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 With Increased Nurse at Home</td>
<td>6 Without Increased Nurse at Home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plan B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$30.00 A Day</th>
<th>$900.00 Every 30 Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 With Increased Nurse at Home</td>
<td>6 Without Increased Nurse at Home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How to apply**

1. Check the box for the plan which best suits your needs. Check without including if you do not wish to be included in the plan.

2. Check the box for the form and return with $25 in the postage-free envelope.

3. If you've decided to charge future premiums, check the appropriate box and fill in your account number.

And Now You Can Charge It!

By charging your monthly premium, your cash protection will always be paid by Visa or Master Charge. Charge on time—automatically! You won't have to remember a premium due date, and your monthly charge statement will be a permanent record of your cash protection. Of course, you can still pay directly to the company by check or money order if you prefer.

The choice is yours. Either way, you'll enjoy the additional security of the Hospital Plan that pays cash direct to you!
National Home
Eleven Point Pledge:

We will:
1. Guarantee to accept you regardless of age or health.
2. You cannot be turned down for any reason!
3. Pay cash to you—no interest—no paper work.
4. Pay up to $50.00 a day for every covered hospitalization . . . .that's $5,000.00 every 30 days.
5. Pay cash to you—for as long as you stay in the hospital, even if you live. No time limits.
6. Pay cash to you from the very first day you're hospitalized.
7. Never cancel your protection, as long as you pay your premiums; no matter how much you collect . . . .or how old you become. Only you can cancel.
8. No single you ever for a rate increase. Rates can only be changed on a statewide basis.
9. Pay cash in addition to Major Medical coverage. Workman's Compensation, Medicare, even group insurance or any other company's plan.
10. Pay you no matter how many claims you have or how many times you go to the hospital.
11. Double Cash Benefits—up to $200.00 a day, $6,000.00 every 30 days, when insured husband and wife are hospitalized at the same time for a covered accident.
12. Pay cash for accidental death—$2,500.00 or $5,000.00.

REMEMBER!
You can still get a 50% increase in your
National Home Cash Benefits. It's $100.00 a day, for
You must apply by February 29th.

25c lets your entire family try the National Home Health Plan for one full month!

First Day Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan A</th>
<th>Plan B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Premium Per Adult</td>
<td>$50.00 a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>$12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>$13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>$14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>$15.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>$16.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 and over</td>
<td>$19.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional Benefits:
- All Your Children: $9.60
- Children & Maternity: $11.65
- Increased Nurse-At-Home: $30.00

Budget Plans

With a 5-day deductible, you may be enrolled for...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan C</th>
<th>Plan D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Premium Per Adult</td>
<td>$50.00 a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>$12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>$13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>$14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>$15.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>$16.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 and over</td>
<td>$19.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional Benefits:
- All Your Children: $9.60
- Children & Maternity: $11.65
- Increased Nurse-At-Home: $30.00

4-Way Consumer Pledge

1. Guaranteed Acceptance
We guarantee to accept you and send them for any reason whatsoever. Simply fill out the short application form and mail today with your check or money order. We will promptly mail your policy. When you are ready to go, we will be ready to send you in a matter of days.

2. No Individual Rate Hikes
We guarantee that your individual rates will not be raised because of your age, the state of your health, or the number of claims you make. In fact, your rates can only change if there is a general rate adjustment of all policies of this series (NRH-3200) in your entire state.

3. Money Back Guarantee
We guarantee to return your money if you're not absolutely satisfied. When your policy arrives, study it carefully, even show it to a trusted advisor. If you are not completely satisfied, simply return the policy within 30 days of its receipt, and we will promptly refund your quarter. There is no further obligation to you.

4. Lifetime Cash Protection
We guarantee not to cancel your protection no matter how much you collect . . . .or how old you become . . . .or for any reason whatso- ever as long as you pay your premiums on time and you live. Furniture or burial benefit.

Optional Increased Benefits:
- Increased Nurse-At-Home Benefits:
  - $9.60 a month and $1.85 a month for all your children
  - $11.65 a month
  - $30.00 for all your children

ACT NOW!
You can now get a 50% Cash Increase in your Nurse-At-Home Benefits to $50.00 a day ($2,500.00 a week) for just 25c more a month.

Over 2,000,000 Americans now enjoy National Home Cash Protection Plans.

Start your hospital coverage for 25c.
Continue for as little as $4.35 a month.

Act now, we guarantee to issue the plan you choose regardless of age, health or family size.

Still At 1977 Prices!
"B&H, I like your style."

"B&H, I like your style."

FOR THE "ASK" EDITOR

What should Jackie O do with her old or unwanted furniture? — M.G., Brand, Texas

We do know that she sells some of it. Five years ago, when she closed up one of her homes in New Jersey, she sold the clothes she wore in "Bosom Friends," and the antiques in her New York apartment, and asked him to outdo her. According to Doyle, "the public is hungry for Jackie O's. She has a tray of table and chair sets with a sign: 'This is what Jackie O used to sit at.'" For the next time, Jack O. will ask her to do it again.

FOR HUGH DOWNS, host of PBS-TV's "Omnibus"

Is it true that although you've been around as a broadcaster, what you enjoy most is writing? Here do you find time for everything? A woman who had 11 children was once asked how she had time to take care of all of them, and she answered that when she had one child, it took 100 percent of her time, and 11 could not take more. I think that's the answer.

FOR MARCO TRUNTA, spokesman for Toy Manufacturers of America

Do you think that the toys children play with frame their future? — S.A., Abbeville, N.Y.

As the mother of four sons, I feel that I have been doing a pretty good job so far. I have been a part of their growth and development, and I believe that toys are an important part of that process. Toys help children to learn about the world around them and to develop their imaginations.

FOR GILL GERARD, star of NBC-TV's "Blackie and the Angels"

Did you really want to be an astronaut but were turned down? — W.P., Tyler, Texas

As a child, I did want to be an astronaut. I was fascinated by space and the idea of exploring new worlds. I was also inspired by the early astronauts who were pioneers in the field. However, I was turned down for the position, and I am grateful for that decision. I believe that I have been able to make a greater impact through my work in television and film.

FOR JOYCE CURTIS, actress

How do you maintain your skin? — M.J., Orlando, Fla.

I believe in taking care of my skin from the inside out. I eat a healthy diet, stay hydrated, and try to get enough sleep. I also use a good moisturizer and sunscreen to protect my skin from the sun. I find that the key to healthy skin is to keep it balanced and hydrated.
America’s Olympic Hopefuls

In the 1976 Olympics, pair skaters Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner finished an encouraging fifth. Since then, they’ve won nearly everything in sight, and many experts believe they’re now good enough to beat even the Soviets.

By Karen Jackovich

Gardner’s main competition is the Soviet husband/wife team, Irina Rodionova and Aleksandr Zaitsev, who are returning to competition after a year off to do a son.

And Nichols admits the pressure will be on: “I feel the attention is greater on this event because it’s our chance for an American pair to win a gold medal for the first time ever. It’s never been done before. I tell them that they will not be remembered for how they placed in the Olympics, but whether they won or lost a gold medal.”

The pressure is a “benefit,” Nichols maintains. “It’s an opportunity to perform spectacularly. It’s a form of love that a pair skater, a pair skater at a recent practice session. The pair skaters, by their skating and their skating and their skating, can become an American pair to win a gold medal.”

Tai and Randy have been a team for a year and a half in practice, and for a little over a year. They have been a team since 1975.

They have been a team since 1975.
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Olympic Hopefuls

and Ken Shelly. (Our idol," says Baldonita and Gardner in unison.)

Though success has come quickly for:

and Randy, the work hasn't been easy. Their grueling schedule includes: skating every day, with only Sunday off the ice. From 7:30 to 9:30 A.M. at the

Ice Capades Chalet in Queens, New

(continued)

Calif., they practice triple throw saults, inside death spins, too,

much as you would with Balti-
don's head turning slowly through

the ground, split double steps and throw side croppers. At 9:30, they box for 15

minutes and are back on the ice until

11:30 A.M.

Oblivious to the grumble of onlookers, which includes both Baldonita's and Gardner's mothers, an agent, professional sports personality agent and future

Olympic hopefuls, the duo then meeting with Niles for individual coaching. From

12:30 to 2:00 P.M., Baldonita and Gar-

ner take breaks from Threne Rudolph (a

specially built practice room adjacent to

the rink) or gymnastic training from Bob

Anderson.

Gardner and Baldonita acknowledge the crowd after winning the World Pair Skating Championships last year in Vienna.

Office training continues when both

go on separate ways from the rink.

Over to the side of the week or around a neighborhood store in San

Francisco Valley home. Gardner trains

until meeting, when he works out at the

Los Angeles Athletic Club with older brother Gordon, a local dancer — and

noted for his ability to dance.

Although both have committed to

staying together through the Olympics, neither has made plans after that. There has been some desire from all in the

class to compete in the future. "We can't win tonight," admits Niles, who, despite his job as National Skating Asso-
ciation for the Ice Capades and Ice Show, wanted them to continue skating

competitively, rather than turning profes-
sionals and getting back to school, as Baldonita and Gardner say they wish.

But both want an education," explains

Gardner, who is a part-time drama and

speech major at U.C. and eventually

wants to become a director of live shows or legitimate theatrical productions.

Baldonita looks for a future as a model, sports executive or skating teacher. "I'd like to quit college," she says wistfully, "it was too hard with Niles. But I sent

exhibitions. We regret things like giving

up our social life, school, etc. But is it

... she explains. Both have to get in by

9:30 every night but Friday, when

training is 11:30, which doesn't leave much time for dating. (Both date other

people)

Gardner and Baldonita have been asked
to some events. There have been a lot of

terrific opportunities. "We love traveling and meeting new people," says Gardner. "We don't lead a sheltered life." They have been to the Queen of England, died at the Imperial Palace in Tokyo and were the first American skaters to compete in the

U.S.S.R.

What do they consider their chances to

be this month? "We had our best chance yet," says Baldonita, and that

may be the perfect combination. Gardner says, "This's a Vega and I'm a Taurus. She is supposed to supply the lack of the other. and I supply the energy. We both ."

"I'm More satisfied."

"I get great, satisfying taste with More. And More is 120mm long, so the taste lasts longer. That's why I get an extra measure of satisfaction.

"More also has the style that could only come from a long, slim, brown cigarette. I'm much more satisfied with More."

More. For that extra measure of satisfaction.
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You can't be turned down for this insurance if you're 50 to 80!

Here is a life insurance policy that can be yours for the asking if you inquire before March 14, 1980. Not only is no physical examination required, but the policy is actually issued to you without a single health question!

REMEMBER—To take advantage of this guaranteed opportunity to obtain your LIFE 50 PLUS without answering any health questions about your health, please mail the coupon below before Friday, March 14, 1980. Important information and your guaranteed-insurance application will be on its way by mail.

No broker or agent will visit you and you will be under no obligation to purchase the policy.

Even if you are not old enough for this insurance, you may want the information for another member of your family or to give to a friend.

An Important Opportunity for Every Older Person

PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS is a remarkable concept of the insurance, achieved as a result of the years of effort Colonel Pennington has devoted to meeting the insurance needs of mature people.

Our goal has been to save the life insurance policy we can make available to all mature people—no policy whose cost is based on health examination. Costs are based on age, not health.

Here’s How PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS Can Do This: There is a two-year guaranteed benefit period. During the first two years that your policy is effective, your coverage is reduced to 100% of the amount you pay for your policy each year. If you die within two years, policy benefits are payable to your beneficiary and are limited to $250 per year instead of the full amount of the policy. If death occurs during the second year, your beneficiary receives $50 per year instead of the full amount of the policy.

Once two years have passed, you are covered for the full face amount of the policy.

PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS enables the older person to obtain worthwhile benefits for her or his insurance needs—now, at a time when insurance is of prime importance.

PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS also provides increasing cash values which begin in the first or second year, depending on your age.

The cost: $1.85 MONTHLY

No matter what your age, sex, or the condition of your health, you pay $1.85 a month. The amount of coverage you receive is based on your age and sex. However, once you are insured the amount of your insurance will never go down, and your payments will never go up.

Act Now! You Have Nothing To Lose!

To obtain full information on PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS in time to take advantage of this opportunity to become insured, please mail the coupon below before March 14th.

With PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS life insurance...

* Everyone between 50 and 80 can get this life insurance—no one will be refused!

* You receive a policy created for the needs of mature persons!

* There are no health questions!

* There is no physical examination!

* This policy provides increasing cash values which begin in the first or second year!

Your insurance cannot be cancelled for any reason as long as you maintain your premium payments!

By Elisabeth Conley

F rom some people the thought of going to the dentist is enough to keep them away from the chair. Even if you get regular checkups, you may find yourself avoiding the dentist because of an aversion to dentists—fear of the drill, the chair, the pain.

Even if you don’t go to the dentist on a regular basis, you may be leaving behind some unpleasant memories. In fact, you may be avoiding the dentist because you find the visit painful. There are several ways to help reduce your fear of dentists.

PRIME SOCIAL SECURITY HANDBOOK

SOCIETAL SECURITY HANDBOOK

FREE

To introduce you to our PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS insurance policy, we’ll mail you "The Prime Social Security Handbook," a [sic] will provide you with all the information you need to apply for the Insurance or not.

This informative 32-page booklet explains the most important questions and describes the rates, benefits, disability payments, taxes and automatic payments. Regularly priced at $3.95, it is yours FREE with your request.

We, at Colonial Penn, are very interested in the over-50 market as a prime target of our services, and we believe that you can benefit from these services.

PRIME LIFE 50 PLUS is written to help you understand the Social Security system and its benefits, and to provide you with the information you need to make your Social Security decisions.

Once you have received your request, you will be contacted by a representative of Colonial Penn. The representative will review the information you have provided and determine if you are eligible for Social Security benefits. If you are not eligible, the representative will explain the reasons for your eligibility decision.

If you are eligible for Social Security benefits, the representative will provide you with a Social Security card and a Social Security number. The Social Security card is used to verify your identity and to keep track of your Social Security benefits.

If you are not eligible for Social Security benefits, the representative will explain the reasons for your ineligibility and provide you with information about other programs that you may be eligible for, such as Medicare or Medicaid.

Act now! You have nothing to lose!

To obtain full information on Prime Life 50 Plus in time to take advantage of this opportunity to become insured, please mail the coupon below before March 14th.

Colonial Penn Insurance Company
5 Penn Plaza Center, Philadelphia, PA 19101

Observations

"Mystery" thrillers, whodunits, detective novels, romantic suspense stories—these are the stories you’re after. But you want more.

MASTERSMITHS, this isn’t another cops-and-thieves story. "Mystery" entertainers and delights in the tradition of Edgar Allan Poe, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Agatha Christie, and Ellery Queen—with intricate plotting, deliciously drawn characters, and dialectic style. If you’re a fan of this kind of alighting, you’re in the company of such diverse adherents as Lincoln, Fred, even Stalin.

Three police series. The 1959 series brings together the types of programs the presenters, FBI, in America Today, is a high-tech thriller set in a French cafe. Next comes Rampage of the Vamp, a contemporary courtroom drama on an event crime or terrorist incident. And the last, in the present day, is the classic story of Daphne du Maurier’s legendary tale of suspense and gothic romance, now in five single episodes. The Rising Sun: Three ander for the most memorable moments and tension to your mouth and position your jaw.

Snow don’t see using a zebra pattern to cut down on hair loss—such as the whitest of the white, the baldness syndrome—because of the hair is not grown the same way as in the chair. According to Dr. Aaron R. Dietary and Dr. Edmund Maden at the nation-

Social Security and Medicare: How to Get the Most Out of Your Money

By Elisabeth Conley

The concept of the insurance is actually issued to you without a single health question!
LIMITED OFFER!

**14-KARAT SOLID GOLD**

Miniature of the Famous 1907 United States Saint-Gaudens

$20 GOLD PIECE

**Only $14.95, if you act within 30 days!**

In June, 1979, a rare Saint-Gaudens $20 gold piece brought the highest price ever paid for a gold coin at a public auction. This exquisitely detailed miniature is an authentic replica of that 1907 coin, reproducing every detail — even the eagle and the unique Roman numeral McMLXX date. Exclusively for Wineport Mint.

The 1907 Saint-Gaudens miniatures are accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity, which includes a place for you to use at some future date if you or your heirs might decide to sell it.

**Price Guaranteed Only 30 Days**

This sale is guaranteed only for 30 days, since the world price of gold recently rose to a record high of over $400 per ounce. There is a strict order limit of five, and you are protected by an unconditional money-back guarantee — if after inspection you decide you don’t want it, you can return it within 30 days for a full refund, including return shipping, handling and insurance charges. So to avoid disappointment, act quickly!

I am the Wineport Mint, 120 Main St., Westport, MA 02790, (508) 295-1110.

---

**A FAMILY WEEKLY INFLATION BEATER**

**MAIN DISHES FOR FOUR UNDER**

By Marilyn Hanson

Here again is our once-a-month feature on low-cost meals. Continue to send in your own budget-saving recipes. If we publish yours, you'll win $10. Recipes must include name, address, telephone number and the name of the newspaper to which you sent FAMILY WEEKLY. Due to the volume of mail, we cannot answer letters or return recipes. In case of similar recipes, the one with the earliest postmark will be used. All recipes become the property of FAMILY WEEKLY. Send your recipe to: Budget Beaters, Box 61020, Family Weekly, 760 3rd Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

From sunny New Mexico and Jane Winter comes a skillet supper dish recipe and best wishes.

**SKILLET ORIENTAL**

1 boneless chicken breast
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 cup water
1 cup pimiento
1 cup cooked rice
1 cup meat sauce
1 cup chopped cilantro
1/4 cup red wine vinegar
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 teaspoon sugar
1/4 teaspoon red pepper
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
1/4 teaspoon garlic powder
1/4 teaspoon ginger powder
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup chicken broth

1. Heat oil in skillet over medium-high heat and add chicken, cooking until no longer pink.
2. Add cornstarch and water and cook until thickened.
3. Add rest of ingredients, except cilantro, and bring to a boil.
4. Reduce heat and simmer for 10 minutes.
5. Add cilantro and serve.

**SPICY CHILE**

2 lbs. lean ground beef
1 can (16 oz.) tomato sauce
1 can (15 oz.) tomato sauce with herbs, spices and onions
1 pkg. dry chili seasoning mix
1 can (14 oz.) crushed tomatoes, drained
1 can (15 oz.) kidney beans, rinsed and drained
1. In a large skillet or Dutch oven, brown the beef. Stir in the seasonings and onions and cover.
2. In a saucepan, combine the tomato sauces and heat through.
3. Add the beans and heat through.
4. Serve over rice or with tortillas.

**For KEYBOARD, or any instrument tuned to the key of C. OVER 150 SONGS, including Grammy Award winners. YOU NEED ME, recorded by Anne Murray and HEARTBREAKER, recorded by Dolly Parton. POPULAR HITS: Feels, I WRITE THE SONGS, SING ALONG FAVORITES, SACRED SONGS and POPULAR STANDARDS.**

---

**LIBERACE**

**“This is one of the greatest musical innovations of all time.”**

The Liberace Deluxe Big Note Book Song Book features oversized, easy-to-see notes with the name of each note boldly indicated right on the note. No guesswork. No memorizing. No cross-referencing. There’s even a separate tab for each chord fingering. The Liberace Big Note Book Song Books are $9.95 each, and make great gifts for children.

**ROY CLARK**

**For GUITAR — words and music to over 100 songs. 224 pages of music plus photos and Roy Clark biography. POPULAR HITS AND ALL-TIME FAVORITES. Feelings • The Closer I Get To You • Blue Bayou • The Candy Man • PLUS SPECIAL ROY CLARK ARRANGEMENTS, including Lead Me Be The One. Play them all — as easy as 1-2-3.**

The Roy Clark Deluxe Big Note Guitar Song Book contains all words, music and fingering frames with oversize, easy-to-read notes. Names of notes, fingering numbers and strum marks are boldly indicated — plus full color Chord Finder Poster and numbered stickers for your guitar fingerboard.

**“Use my special method, give a little strum, and HEY! YOU’RE MAKIN’ MUSIC!”**

---

**HANSEN HOUSE**

39 Eddy Street
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801

Library No. GMB100

Regular Price $12.95 each

Special Price $9.95 each

RESTRICTED FOR USE BY LIBERACE DELUXE BIG NOTE SONG BOOK (GMB100).

Please include $3.00 per order for postage and handling. For orders under $35.00 add $2.00 for postage and handling. We will not ship to P.O. Boxes. Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. Please send payment with order. No C.O.D. orders accepted. Sales tax included in price. Sales tax exempt in N.H.

---

**ROY CLARK DELUXE BIG NOTE SONG BOOK (GBM112)**

Regular Price $12.95 each

Special Price $9.95 each

RESTRICTED FOR USE BY ROY CLARK DELUXE BIG NOTE SONG BOOK (GBM112).

Please include $3.00 per order for postage and handling. For orders under $35.00 add $2.00 for postage and handling. We will not ship to P.O. Boxes. Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. Please send payment with order. No C.O.D. orders accepted. Sales tax included in price. Sales tax exempt in N.H.

---

**NO RISK ORDER FORM**

PLEASE PRINT MY NAME ON THE ORDER FORM.

If you've never read music before —
now you can... play your favorite tunes instantly —
the first time you open these Big Note Method Song Books by LIBERACE and ROY CLARK.

The big note system makes music reading as easy as reading print — and you can learn to play in hours. You'll read and play your favorite songs as soon as you try it — no other music book will teach you so fast and so easily.
Differences in family backgrounds: "I'm a from-good-cook, but my husband's mother was the best," one woman says. "I enjoy making special meals and unusual dishes, but he says 'Why doesn't she try anything new?' The same thing with my parents. They want me to make muffins and potato soup - and I'm just not interested in hearing about his mother's potato soup!"

In this instance, the husband grew up in a family where simple, hearty food was a symbol of loving warmth, and "curing"

Today, as more and more men and women marry across the social, cultural, and religious barriers within which they grew up, conflicts over different attitudes are bound to occur.

Concentrating on the negative in marriage: A good deal of marital friction stems from the fact that many people focus attention on the problems in their relationship and neglect the positive factors that brought them together in the first place. Once their therapist helps couples with this kind of problem by having them talk about the qualities they admire in each other, the gloriettes they share, the goals they mutually set out to reach. "You can almost see the antagonism dissolving away," for these past few years has led to expectations of constant change in the marital "life cycle." A marriage in its early years experience certain normal stresses as the young couple learns to adjust to each other's habits, temperaments, etc. So says Ewing. "Other stances arise when a first child is born. An old couple may find themselves arguing more frequently after the husband's retirement."

The marital life cycle is basically concerned with a group of events: a promotion to a demanding job, a serious illness, unemployment, a move to a new community. One couple, for example, each of their events is shared with the other. They can and do trigger clashes, but a couple may not tolerate it for long.

The inability to accept today's changing roles for husband and wife: "Take, for instance, the middle-aged man who constantly autos his wife's life - who tends to return to work as a nurse, neglecting their chil-

ren. "I'm proud of him," he says. "It's fine that she's working. But she ought to be home when the kids need her."

Another couple encouraged their wife to take a job that troubled a great deal of work. But when I'm out of town for even one night, he has it - it - for the woman says. "Every time I have to go away he accuses me of not caring about him. And I really get angry when he calls my hotel several times a night to make sure I'm in my room."

The fact that men may have ambivalent feelings about being a father, a culture where men are expected to be proud of their wife, but he may also feel resentment, neglect, or threatened. Because he can't admit those feelings, he may then be subtly by picking things to fight about.

How can couples cope with these hidden causes of marital friction? Here are some suggestions:

- Don't fall into the trap of trying to "win" an argument. In virtually every instance, one person's point of view eventually turns into a sales for both partners because it removes a marriage to a stalemate and endures struggle for power.
- Learn to communicate ideas and feelings more clearly. One is personally aware of the act of "dialoging." A husband-wife conversation is an act of collating facts and emotions involved in a troubling argument. The purpose of dialoguing is to help a couple share and accept each other's attitudes.
- Realize the popular notion that it is always healthy to vent your hostile feelings in order to "clear the air." According to family therapist Dr. Murphy: "The man who helps his people make a decision, it makes of a decision, it makes the difference between a man and a woman."
- Instead of trying to change what's different about your relationship, try to accept and learn from those differences.
- Be patient in the understanding of arguments. Seek to learn the hidden meaning behind the facts, the anger, the frustration. One counselor suggests using the image of a "mental sale task" as an emotional trigger: "When a test is a test to you, and you are yourself, why am I testing?" What is really at issue here? You have a right to feel and express anger, of course. But unless you try to feel out the why of it, the arguments will probably remain unresolved unless some process is used to solving the problem.

Wash that gray right outta your hair!

Gray hair can make you feel old. Okay. So you've got some gray. You notice it every time you look in the mirror. Then you know if it makes you look older.

That's why we make Loving Care Color-Lotion.

Loving Care is different.

It gets rid of just the gray without changing your natural color. And without a hassle.

Loving Care is easy.

Even for beginners. Pick the shade that's closest to your own natural color. Then just put it in, leave it on, and wash it off.

Loving Care has no peroxide or ammonia.

Unlike other haircolorings, Loving Care contains absolutely no peroxide. So there's no permanent color change. In fact, if you change your mind, it wears out gradually. (almost shampoos)

And Loving Care has no ammonia either. So it even smells gentle.

Loving Care adds body and shine to your hair. It actually makes your hair look thicker and fuller.

If you want to look younger, even feel younger, wash that gray right outta your hair with Loving Care.

Clairol has something like it.

With Clairol Loving Care Color-Lotion.
How to Choose a Running Shoe

By Rosalyn Abrevaya

Don’t Fight That Urge to Fidget

By Ledy Berger

\[ \text{Text content from the images is not legible due to the quality of the image.} \]
The First Danbury Mint Porcelain Easter Egg

- Fine imported porcelain decorated with lovely spring violet and trimmed with precious 22kt gold.
- Limited edition available at original issue price only until Easter Sunday, April 6, 1980.
- Attractively packaged for gift-giving.
- Priced at only $13.50.

This Easter, you or someone you care for can become the proud owner of this beautiful art object. Crafted from fine imported porcelain, this charming Easter egg is decorated on both sides, with delicate spring violet and embellished with a hand-painted band of precious 22kt gold.

This beautiful porcelain egg is a perfect Easter gift which you can display in your home all year round. Each egg is attractively packaged for gift-giving, and shipment for Easter delivery is guaranteed for all orders received by March 17, 1980.

The First Danbury Mint Porcelain Easter Egg is available only until April 6, 1980, and will be shipped within the next few weeks. Orders must be postmarked by March 17, 1980.

By Mathew Tekulsky

The Man Who Talks to Dolphins

Scientist John Lilly believes dolphins may well be smarter than people. For years he’s been coaxing them to tell us what they know.

The date is July 9, 1966. The place: John Lilly’s Communication Research Institute in St. Thomas, the Caribbean. Researcher Michael Urban is talking to a dolphin named Peter, and Peter is making sounds back at Michael. At least that’s what Michael believes. Because dolphins don’t normally do this.

"They open their mouths," Urban remarks, "and they start making these strange noises." But the sound he makes resembles the cry of a young child trying to make words.

"One, two, three, four, five, six, seven," the dolphin seems to be saying.

Peter repeats with seven outbursts, a perfect master. "You’re all first class," Michael tells him. "That’s only one problem—Peter has no idea what he’s saying." Today, high in the hills above Wellesley, Mass., overlooking the Pacific Ocean, John Lilly continues his quest to establish true communication between man and dolphins at the Humane-Dolphins Foundation, which he founded with his wife, Mary Lou, in 1969.

"I’ve always been interested in dolphins—" he says some of the newest and most startling computer equipment available in order to convert human speech into appropriate dolphin sounds and to translate the dolphin’s high-frequency noises into human sensory spectrum.

Lilly’s experiment is called Project Canon (Communication Research Underwater System) and is named for the computer system housed on a state-of-the-art sonar support boat. The human side is for communication, the dolphin side for communication in the water. Operating under the direction of the center’s world-renowned dolphins, Urban and other members of the Center’s research team work with the dolphins, who are taught to use different sounds to express emotions.

Now that the programming is complete, Urban and John Lilly hope to take the computer into a mobile lab to research the dolphins’ communication abilities. They hope that this will prove the dolphins can communicate with humans.

The dolphins are taught to use different sounds to express emotions. Urban says, "We’re trying to teach them to say, ‘I’m happy,’ ‘I’m sad,’ ‘I’m angry.’"

Among the dolphins that have learned to communicate with humans are "Beauty," "Roxy," and "Tinkerbell." Each has its own vocabulary, and each uses it to communicate with humans.

"Beauty," named after an actress, has been taught to say "I love you," "I’m happy," and "I’m sad." "Roxy," named after a movie star, has been taught to say "I’m happy," "I’m sad," and "I’m hungry." "Tinkerbell," named after a fairy, has been taught to say "I’m happy," "I’m sad," and "I’m hungry." Each dolphin has its own individuality.

The dolphins are also taught to use different sounds to express emotions. Urban says, "We’re trying to teach them to say, ‘I’m happy,’ ‘I’m sad,’ ‘I’m angry.’"

The dolphins are also taught to use different sounds to express emotions. Urban says, "We’re trying to teach them to say, ‘I’m happy,’ ‘I’m sad,’ ‘I’m angry.’"

The dolphins are also taught to use different sounds to express emotions. Urban says, "We’re trying to teach them to say, ‘I’m happy,’ ‘I’m sad,’ ‘I’m angry.’"
For Kathy Quinlan, Everything's Coming Up Roses

By Peer J. Oppenheimer

A Los Angeles swimming pool designer has been discovered by Hollywood and appears to be making a name for herself.

Kathy Quinlan is now a regular on the NBC television series, "Hollywood's Most Wanted," and has been nominated for an Emmy Award for her role as a swimming pool designer.

Kathy's career began in the 1960s when she opened her own pool design firm in Los Angeles. She quickly gained a reputation for creating unique and innovative pool designs.

Her work has been featured in several movies and television shows, including "Desert Sands," "The Beverly Hillbillies," and "The Nanny." Kathy has also been the recipient of several design awards and has been featured in numerous magazines and newspapers.

Kathy's success is not just limited to the entertainment industry. She has also been involved in numerous charitable organizations and has used her platform to raise awareness for various causes.

Kathy says that her success has come as a result of hard work, dedication, and a willingness to take risks. She encourages aspiring designers to follow their dreams and never give up.

"I've always been passionate about pool design," Kathy says. "I believe that a swimming pool should be more than just a place to swim. It should be an extension of the home and a place to relax and unwind."
Is It Really Better to Have Loved and Lost?

TRUE OR FALSE?

1. When you are alone with people, small talk will always get you somewhere.
2. How well you get along with another person, how much you feel in common in attitude and outlook, is affected by his or her physical appearance.
3. One of the biggest problems in life for most people is adjusting to, and getting along with, people they dislike — and this includes co-workers, bosses and other people we have to live with.
4. If you ask a friend for a letter of recommendation, how well you've gotten along with him and how you really think of him as a person, will get revealed in the letter in a way which you may not suspect.
5. When it comes to getting along with your spouse, your family, your friends, your co-workers, and people you have to live with, the emotional feelings which the relationship requires usually need to be increased to bring the situation to the point where you can get along with them.

ANSWERS

1. False. Studies at University of Wisconsin on the psychosocialism show that how a person responds to people he has a feeling for, to his own self-esteem, and how he feels about himself as a human being. If he is on good terms with himself, feels capable, confident and "with it," he is more likely to be a successful person and more likely to be a happy person.
2. True. A study of men and women undergraduates at the California School of Professional Psychology, showed the relationship between perception and success. People who were more on good terms with themselves were more likely to be successful than those who were not.
3. True. In a study of men and women undergraduates at the California School of Professional Psychology, showed the relationship between perception and success. People who were more on good terms with themselves were more likely to be successful than those who were not.
4. False. The investigation showed that "sentiment of accommodations" was perceived as being most valuable to task performance and was more likely to be the best performer toward job applicants.
5. True. Other studies find that clear, unambiguous letter of recommendation means a lot in determining who gets the job. When an employer asks for a recommendation, he is often hard put to it, regardless of how much he feels about the employee, but the letter of the former serves as a barometer of the true feelings.

6. True. It's more important to get along with your spouse than any other person, so that personal happiness is concerned. A University of California study showed married couples showed increased emotional stability. In order to allow as opposed to self-strengthening and agreements, an opposition to being unpleasant, obvious and effective to be the most obvious task in the most completely attractive task. However, the level of communication was found to play a major role in the level of satisfaction of the relationship.

7. True. In their monograph on human relations, University of Massachusetts psychologists George Levitan and David Zuckerman, conclude this statement: "A person who is more satisfied with his own life, who has never achieved one real relationship before, cannot be sure that he will succeed in life. But anyone who has achieved one relationship before and has failed in many enterprises, can never be considered a failure."
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Teen-Age Drinking

Alcoholism is a growing problem among those teenagers who drink, and early this month, CBS will present a special hour-long prime-time special about young alcoholics. "The Boy Who Died Too Much" is the story of Buff Saunders, a young hockey player who lives with his alcoholic father. Despite the fact that he is a super-baller, Buff can't seem to make the emptying of Buff's beer the characteristic of the house and a loser without a sense of team spirit. To cope with his loneliness, he now has friends, and he is now drinking.

Domestic Help

If you don't think your husband is doing enough around the house, you're wrong. Your husband should be doing more, according to a new study by Dr. Charles Chadbourn, a Brigham Young University sociology professor. Chadbourn was one of three professors who questioned 700 randomly selected couples on performances and responsibilities in the family. The study included husbands, incomes, recreational and moral support, recreation plans, sexual partners, and child teachers and disciplinarians.

Lifestyles

Heart Disease. A study conducted by Dr. Charles H. Hawkins of Harvard Medical School indicates that a diet high in cholesterol may increase the risk of heart disease.

Preventng Child Abuse

For young children who have been left alone with people, as exposed to a sense of fear or loneliness, it is important to be aware that they could develop emotional problems later on. The study, conducted by Dr. Kenneth Clark, shows that children who have been left alone for more than a week may develop emotional problems later on. The study, conducted by Dr. Kenneth Clark, shows that children who have been left alone for more than a week may develop emotional problems later on.

Tomorrow's Leaders Today

A recent survey of 23,000 junior and senior high school students indicates that these teenagers are meeting a fairly conservative course toward their self-defined goals. Some 70 percent of the students polled by Educational Communications, Inc., have set definite career plans, 61 percent want to be doctors or lawyers, while 24 percent say they will choose business administration. And most of these teenagers are pursuing these careers in college, not just in high school. Only 8 percent say they will be matriculating, and 43 percent in- diate that they may never have been.

KOOL SUPER LIGHTS

Now smooth gets smoother and even lower in tar.

A light menthol blend gives low tar smokers the smooth taste they want. Never harsh tasting. Now you can make the smooth move to KOOL Super Lights.
### Don't Miss My Big Sale!

#### Vitamins

**By Mail from Lee Nutrition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamin</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Content (per capsule)</th>
<th>Price (per capsule)</th>
<th>Price (400 caps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Softgels</td>
<td>5,000 IU</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>500 mg</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Softgels</td>
<td>5,000 IU</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Softgels</td>
<td>5,000 IU</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-6</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>50 mg</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Zymex Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Content (per capsule)</th>
<th>Price (per capsule)</th>
<th>Price (400 caps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force 5</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>500 mg</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoomy 6</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>600 mg</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Nutritional Facts

- **Key 4 Tabs**
  - Kelp, Vitamin B6, Lecithin, & Cider Vinegar

- **Natural Vitamin C**
  - With Rose Hips Tablets
  - Highest - Only the Low Price is Different
  - 100 caps @ $0.06 each
  - 500 caps @ $0.10 each

- **Selenium & Bone Meal**
  - 50 capsules @ $0.10 each

- **B-15**
  - "Original Russian Formula"
  - 100 tablets @ $0.30 each

- **Fruuctose 25g**
  - 500 caps @ $0.05 each

- **B-Complex**
  - "Lee-Plex 50 mg."
  - 500 caps @ $0.10 each

Additional products are also available including hair care, digestive aids, and more. Prices are subject to change, and discounts are available for bulk purchases.
GROW STRAWBERRIES BIG AS TEACUPS
25 for $2.25
100 for $4.25
1000 for $8.50
3200 for $15.00
You can expect quartz from just 30
of these hardy, nutritious Giant
Raspberry barries. Highly disease-
resistant, they thrive even in poor
conditions. A wonderful, all-purpose, big strawberries for your
freezer - eat fresh - eat frozen -
plant next year - you can't - lose.
Elegant from tiny frills to
wonderful. Order now, Stock NO. 728.

CHESTNUT TREES

GRAPES

SWEET JUICY

GRAPE

99c.

RARE OPPORTUNITY

MANCHURIAN APRICOTS
FRUIT - FLOWERS - SHADE $1.49 ea. 2 for $2.75
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SPECIAL SALE ON OUR MOST POPULAR TREES & HEDGES - ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

ELEGANT BLUE SPRUCE HEDGE
10 for $2.98
Only 90c per tree

It's the largest offering hedge plant in America! A fast-growing, superior, long-lived and beautiful plant. PRIVET House Plants flourish remarkably under our conditions. It just can't be beat for variety in your outdoor area. Order now! Order as many as you can possibly use while this sale lasts. Not shipped to Calif. or Ala. Stock No. 671.

FAMOUS FOR ITS BEAUTY SINCE MIDLE DAYS

6 FEET OF GOLDFOLDED FENCE
Only 10 for $1.98
20 for $3.75 - 40 for $6.60 - 60 for $12.00

ROSE OF SHARON HEDGE

Decorative screen of rose, white or pink flowers throughout the summer. A classic choice for your landscape. These bushes are set with a stake already in place so you may plant immediately. Use for background. It can be used for mass plantings, borders, or trained. These bushes are used extensively by the professional landscaper. You get a real beauty! Order today and experience a summer of beauty and value. Order today and save. If you order today you can't be beat! Stock No. 726.

FLOWERS APPEAR EVEN BEFORE THE LEAVES

BLOOMS OVER NINE MONTHS 10" ACROSS

Pick FloweriE MAGNOLIAS

SPRING BLOOMING - These beautiful Magnolias are deciduous blooms in matching wicker planters. They are a wonderful addition to your property by many gardeners. They are shipped to you in the flower stage, ready for planting with water. Free planting guide with every order.

FRAGRANT MAGNOLIAS - With big, waxy, white flowers, pink blooms that follow closely behind the white blooms, and great fragrance, these are sure to please anyone!
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Colorful CREEPING PHLOX (P. tensa) grows only about 4 in. tall. Every spring year, given masses of color in early spring -- DUR choice of red, blue, white or pink. Makes a wonderful ground cover or border. You receive strong, northern-grown, field-selected plants, Grown in partial shade or full sun. Stock No. 247.

HARDY COVER FOR SLOPES AND BANKS
CROWNVETCH
5 for $1.20 10 for $2.30
25 for $6.50 50 for $12.00

Let this aspect of color brighten your property now. The strong, dense mass of Crownvetch (Galega) makes a perfect 40-45" warm-water blanket, where it holds the soil and chokes out weeds. Lovely pink blossoms with silver-grey long hairs to provide maximum-free cover. Hardy, vigorous, easy to grow. Stock No. 221.

IMPORTANT REASONS WHY YOU CAN ORDER FROM HOUSE OF WESLEY WITH CONFIDENCE
1. Every order that we ship is carefully inspected and sorted by trained personnel. If the order is not satisfactory in either size or quality, then we'll make it right or refund your money. We'll make it right or refund your money.

YOUR BEST BUYS IN GUARANTEED NURSERY STOCK
ALWAYS COME FROM House of Wesley, Nursery Division, Bloomington, Illinois 61701
SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR HEALTHY, VIGOROUS PLANTING STOCK TO KEEP YOUR GARDEN ABLE AT LIVING BEAUTY THIS YEAR

IMPORTED FROM JAPAN -- THE KING OF FLOWERS
HYDRANGEA TREE only $75

TREE PEONIES (Paeonia) bloom true for generations

SPREADING EVERGREEN
$2.00 ea.
2 for $4.00  3 for $5.00  5 for $7.00  10 for $12.00

Lavish horizontal spreading. Ever to pool with one plant can cover 4' to 6' square with a lovely, thick cover of ground that holds your snow. NEVER glares or needs shearing. Stock No. 267.

BURNING BUSH only 50¢

To make sure you enjoy the many shades and quality, please order by name of plant. All orders are shipped as soon as plants are available. Orders will be filled in the order they are received. Plants are not shipped after June 15th. \n
Page 6 - Before You Order See Special Rose Bargains On Next Page
Prize Winning ROSES only $1.29
1 for $0.75, 2 for $1.40, 3 for $2.10
ALL STRONG VIGOROUS ROSES
The best American Grown
in any amount

The Journal
Tells both sides of the news
Three great newspapers serving the metropolitan area
35¢

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1980

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
COMICS

Our Story: NORTHERN NEVER RETREAT... UNLESS IT IS TRULY
HUMBLED BY GANNAN'S KNIGHTS, THEY FEAR FOR
THEIR SHIPS. IF THE BOWS ARE APPEART... IN MOMENTS, THE
BLOOD LUST OF THE NORTHERN TAPS SILENT.

ARIN IS STARTLED TO SEE LITTLE
GANNAN EMERGING FROM BEHIND
THE SHORE AND LEADING A
SMALL HOST OF KNIGHTS... ONE
MUST HAVE LOCKED THE LANDSHUTER.
THEIR LEADER SHREDDED.

THE BODIES OF THE ENEMY ARE PLACED
ABROAD THE RECOVERED SHIP... IT IS
ARIN'S CAPTIVITY AND THE NORTHERN NAPH... OFF TO THEIR VALHALLA.

ARIN TELLS THE LITTLE PEOPLE TO STAND UP
THEIR BIRTHRIGHT... "OURGANNAN HATED DEFEAT
MORE THAN HE HATES SEA CONQUEST, AND
HE'S FEEDS... "WE ARE VICTORIOUS. TODAY WE
SAY FOR OUR HOMELAND."

GANNAN IS THOUGHT TO FALL
BACK TO LORD
ARIN... "HERE, TIME PAYS..."
AND, "THAT GANNAN'S ZENOT
NOT ONE MAN FOR OUR VICTORY?"

AND HAVE YOU OBSERVED FOR
GANNAN, THAT WE ARE BEING
THE COMMON SOLDIER? UNDETERRED
THE "COMMON SOLDIER" CLAPS
HIM IN BLOOM.

REDEYE

by Gordon Bess

THAT STRANGE
MAN IS FOLLOWING
ME.

MAYBE IF
I SPEED
UP...

HE'S GAINING!

THE DOGCAUGHTER
IS GONNA BE OUT
OF COMMISSION FOR
A FEW WEEKS.

I'D BETTER THINK
OF SOMETHING
FAST!

THAT'S IT!

BASH

CLUB!

TAKE THAT

BUSTER!